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Where were you on 9/11?
Students, faculty and an alumnus
talk about their experiences two
years ago and today on page Bl
Also, check out further coverage
and memorial events on page
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Female reports
Keene Hall rape
BY CASSONORA KWBY

Editor

A fourth alleged assault in less
than a month was reported Sept. 4
at Eastern.
Matt Horn, residence hall coordinator of Keene Hall, notified public safety of a possible rape that
occurred in Keene the previous
day, Sept. 3.
Michael Kasitz, an Eastern public safety officer, met with Horn and
the victim, who stated that she went
to visit her friend in the residence
hall where the alleged rape
occurred.
According to the police report,
the victim told Kasitz that she and
the male student were "strictly
friends and there was not any previous physical contact between the
two." The victim said she and the
Keene Hall resident were talking
when he forced himself on her and
started kissing her. The victim stated she did not insist that he stop for
fear she may be hurt, according to
the report.
"The case is still under investigation and no charges have been filed
at this point," Tom Lindquist, director of Eastern's Division of Public
Safety said. "We are still investigating and still talking. There's really
nothing else I can say about it at
this point."
Three other assaults on campus
remain under investigation.
Police have released an
enhanced composite sketch made
by a professional artist from the
Kentucky State Police of a suspect
wanted in connection with an
assault that occurred on Aug. 26.
"(The attack) is still under investigation, we are still chasing down
leads," Lindquist said.
The attack was reported by an
Eastern student who reported
being attacked while jogging north
on University Drive. She said that
at the intersection of Crabbe Street,
someone yelled at her. The victim
told Eastern police that she thought
it was someone she knew and said
she stopped jogging as the male

Steve Richardson/Progress
Adams Cave was gated last November but was broken into around the start of school. The vandals damaged the ecosystem ot the cave which houses endangered species. Since the trespassers did over $100 worth of damage to the cave, if found, they could be charged with a felony.

Vandalism threatens local ecosystem
BY KATIE WBTKAMP

Managing editor

After finding two rare species of beetles in
Adams Cave, U.S. Fish and Wildlife worked
with the cave owner. Eastern students and volunteers to erect an iron gate which was supposed to keep intruders from entering the cave;
but it didn't work.
Around the time Eastern students returned
to campus, Brent Harrell, the private lands-state
coordinator for Kentucky from the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service in the Kentucky Field
Office found that someone cut a section of the
iron gate. Inside the cave he found hundreds of
tea candles which may have been used in some
sort of ceremony. In the past the cave was used
by Eastern students for exploring and partying,
Harrell said.

See ASSAULTS, A5

Before last November people who couldn't
stay away from the cave could only be charged
wtth trespassing anal dui—wi of the Kentucky
Cave Act. a class A misdemeanor. But the latest
trespassers if found, could be charged with a
felony because of the amount of damage done.
"We spent a lot of money and it's about a
$7,000 gate," Harrell said. The money for the
gate came out of taxpayers' pockets and so will
the repairs."
Harrell said that more important than the
monetary damage to the gate was the damage
to the ecosystem within the cave. Trash, smoke,
noise and other unnatural elements brought
into the cave caused a decline in cave life, forcing out bats and killing several critters who
inhabit it
See CAVE, A5

The tour-inch iron
angled bars guarding the entrance ot
Adams Cave were
cut so that someone could gain
entrance to the
cave. The break-in
coincides with the
beginning of class
at Eastern, which
has officials wondering if Eastern
students might be
involved.
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Colonel's win caps First Weekend
BY LINDA POLLOCK

Assistant news editor

Kevin Martin/Progress
Brian Holt and fellow players drench Head Coach Danny Hope with a cooler
full of water after the win against Appalachian State on Saturday.

Were you one of many people at
the football game on Saturday? If
not, you missed an estimated
14,400 people in the Richmond area
who met in Roy Kidd Stadium for
the first home football game of the
season.
Students, faculty, staff, alumni
and local residents all came out
Saturday afternoon for an exciting
game making them the largest
crowd in a while. The top crowd
last season was for Roy Kidd's last
game with 13,300 attending. Only
twice in the last decade has the
crowd met the capacity of 20,000.
President Glasser attributes the
crowd to the fact that everyone
seems to have "caught the excitement" of Eastern football. "We challenged the students to come out

Whitlock retires after 35 years

and support." The student body
met that goal with enthusiasm,
making up an estimated 4,000 of
the crowd.
John Adams, a graduate student,
showed his support with a painted
black "E" over his face. He said he
has been to all home football games
since his freshmen year.
"I think so many people came
out because it is a new era and a
new opportunity to see the team
play an exciting type of football. If
they don't come back after seeing
how the team played today. I would
be surprised," Adams said.
Although she's not a diehard
football fan, sophomore Erica
Cepietz from Middletown. Penn.
found ways to have fun at the game.
"The crazy fans two rows in front
of me were hilarious to watch."
Cepietz said.
The excitement started hours

News editor

An encyclopedia holds the answer to
practically any question. It can be called
upon at most any time for assistance.
Its many volumes serve as a timeline of
the past
It has been said Doug Whitlock, vice
president of administrative affairs has
an encyclopedic knowledge of our campus. So when he calls it quits Oct 1,
many say the university will be losing
one of its most valuable volumes.
Whitlock stated several factors as
his reasons for retirement noting they
are both professional and personal.
"I've got more than 35 years in the
Kentucky Teacher Retirement System,"
he said. "We've got the Retirement
Transition iTogram right now so from
a personal standpoint that's a good deal
forme."
._..—.
By participating in the Retirement
Transition Program. Whitlock will be

able to retire from
his current administrative position and
move to the classroom where he will
teach part time.
"It gives me an
opportunity to continue my relationship with the university and sort of wind Doug Whitlock,
down from a posi- vice president of
tion that's got a cer- Administrative
tain amount of Affairs
stress and pressure
associated with it,"
he said.
With President Joanne Glasser in
charge, Whitlock said he feels secure
in his decision to step down from his
administrative role.
"Next month she'll have been here
for two years — she is off to a great
start." he said. "I've just been very

impressed with the people she has
been bringing in as members of her
leadership. They're all top notch people.
"Eastern means a lot to me ... so
professionally I can feel good about
retiring now and knowing that things
are in good hands."
Although he is at peace with the
decision, Whitlock said choosing to end
his rich legacy at Eastern was not easy.
"Retirement is one of those things
that if you just keep looking for reasons
to put oft you just never will," he said.
"Of course any time you make a decision to change your relationship with
something that has been such an
important part of your life, it's not an
easy decision."
Fast forwarding to his days of retirement, Whitlock said he sees himself
teaching, spending time with grandkids
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BY ADAM BAKER

before the kickoff though, with
droves of cars tailgating in the
Alumni Lot. Many student organizations gathered up trucks and
portable grills for an afternoon of
fun in the sun.
Kappa Delta President Ashley
Hammel said tailgating is "a great
opportunity to have a great time
with other Greeks." For her. the
game meant a time "to be social
with friends and mix with alumni
and students."
Richmond residents also "caught
the excitement." Community member and alumnus. Robert Beck said.
"It's a time to get together with
friends and watch EKU. I've only
missed one game since I played for
Eastern in 1965." Beck and his family plan to continue this tradition
the rest of the season.
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There will be no classes Monday in
celebration of Martin Luther King Jr.
Day.
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Ceremony held today
Campus commemorates
Sept 11 two-year anniversary
BY ADAM BAKER

Campus
remembers

News editor

Flashing back two years
ago. those on Eastern's campus, much like others around
the world, all sat in disbelief.
Some simply sat with their
hands over their mouths
while others watched television news coverage through
teary eyes.
University
President
Joanne Glasser was on campus two years ago today, but
was then just "presidentelect". Although she had not
officially taken office, Glasser
found herself on campus consoling students.
The Blue Grass Army
Depot entered into Force
Protection Condition Delta on
this day in 2001. It is the
Depot's highest security condition available and was the
first time in history it
declared such a high state of
alert.
Many students poured into
the Powell Building to watch
the events of Sept. 11. 2001
unfold on giant television
screens. Others waited in line
to use telephones to contact
loved ones in the attacked
cities via the campus' makeshift call center, also located
in the Powell Building.
Today, Eastern will mark
the second anniversary of the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks as
well as celebrate the United
Day of Service by a special
ceremony in the Ravine. All
students, faculty and staff, as
well as persons in the community are invited to attend.
The campus-wide remembrance ceremony, which
begins at 6 p.m., will include a
tree planting ceremony, special music, remarks from students, faculty and staff and
will conclude with a candlelight service. Students, faculty
and staff will also speak at
this time.

What Special event
pays homage to Sept.
11 tragedy
Where: Ravine
Whan: 6 p.m. today
Amber Jones, Eastern's
coordinator for volunteerism,
organized the service and
said she hopes for a great
turnout.
"The campus community
can expect to hear sentiments
from students, faculty and
staff regarding not only Sept.
11, but the importance of service." she said. The campus
will find themselves more
informed about United Day of
Service and will find themselves challenged to go and
make a difference beyond just
this event."
Those speaking at today's
service will include James
Conneely, vice president of
student affairs, Jaleh Rezaie,
department of computer science professor. Kristina
O'Brien, student body president, Chris Huffman, vice
president of Residence Life
Council. Rushda Majeed,
president of the International
Student Association and
Mayor Connie l.awson.
Additionally,
Brandon
Watkins will perform special
music.
"I wanted a diverse group
of speakers," Jones said. "You
should expect the speakers to
challenge you to do more, to
serve and to be a beacon of
light to others."
Jones explained campus is
also taking part in the United
Day of Service by participating
in "Seasons of Hope," a national fundraiser coordinated by

Champions of Hope. The organization is a global team of
youth dedicated to tackling
personal, community and global challenges through service.
The goal of the yearlong
"Seasons of Hope" campaign,
Jones explained, is to plant
911,000 trees nationwide and
in turn raise $911.000 nationally to help battle polio.
"This project is not only
allowing you to honor those
lives lost on Sept. 11, 2001. but
create a healthier planet and
save lives by eradicating polio
worldwide," she said.
Students or organizations
wishing to participate in this
national cause still have time.
A donation of $10 will purchase one tree seedling and
help to purchase polio vaccinations.
Student Affairs will accept
donations in increments of $10
until Oct 1. For more information, call 622-2052.
"The large majority of (the
trees purchased by the
Eastern community) will stay
on campus, which will in turn
make our campus more beautiful and remind us to serve
our country through meaningful service to others,"
Jones said.
Jones said so far the
turnout of those interested in
purchasing trees has been
"tremendous" and explained
she hopes the campus community continues to get
involved in activities such as
this.
"Students need to invest in
others, whether through
hands on volunteerism or
donations to spread a message of love, compassion and
peace to others," she said.
Jones explained by participating in this event the campus community will be able to
make a special impact.
"Anytime someone participates in service projects such
as these, they are truly making a difference even if they
don't see it." she said.
Reach Adam at
adambaker3HV)eku. edu

Kevin Martin/Progress

Bi Smith and Michael Hugos, employees of the Coca-Cola Company replace the Pepsi machine in the
Donovan Annex with a new Coke machine. Most campus Pepsi machines rave now been replaced with Coke.

Pepsi fizzles on campus
Coke to take Pepsi's place,
support Eastern in more ways
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

The choice of a new generation is no longer Eastern's.
While the Pepsi Cola vending
machines roll out and Coca-Cola
mils in, a contract has yet to be
signed between Eastern and the
Coca-Cola Company.
"We have a mutual agreement between Coke and Pepsi,"
said Ken Johnston, vice president for financial affairs, "so we
could go ahead and make the
transition."
With a contract yet to be
signed, Johnston refused to comment on the financial gain the
new contract might hold. The
agreement with the Coca-Cola
company will, however, offer
more than just financial support.
"Coke offered us a better
deal. Coke is willing to provide
more sponsorship for the university," Johnston said. That is provide both financial and products
and opportunities for the univer-

Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m.

on WCBR 1110 AM

Van rides available on or off campus.
(Contact church & leave message.)
Mf Mill Anmu Christian
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-*23-l592 (office)
Phone: K59-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday, Christian Student*
Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m. Call
the office at one of the numbers listed
above for transportation to meetings.
Church of Christ

461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub. off
Hoggins I.«■ - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 a.m , 6 p.m.
College Bible Study:
Wednesdays. 7 p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Episcopal Charrh af Oar Savlaur
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.)
Phone: 859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m.
r irst Allraae* Church
1405 Harm's Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9.30 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:27 a.m.. 10:45 a.m.
A 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer and cell
groups: 7:00 pjn.
College age fellowship activities. Fall
and Spring Retreat
for free transportation to Sunday services, call 859-624-9878.
First Baptist Church

Corner of Francis & Collins Street
300 Francis St.
Robert R. Blythe, Pastor
Phone: 859-624-2045
Sunday School: 9-30 a.m
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m. (classes
for all ages).
I st Friday Prayer Circle: noon
41st Friday of each month).
First Baptist Church

350 W. Mom at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School: 9.40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 a.m. &
6 p.m.

Web pagcwildcatbluc.com use
S.U.B.S.- 7:30 p.m. ..t BSU Center.
Supper and Bible Study
First Presbyterian Church (PCUSA)
330 W. Main St
Phone: 859-623-5323
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10am..
in the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper: I weekly and
free!) Wednesday. 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall.

Richmond Church of Christ
713 W. Main St.
Services: Sunday Bible School
Sunday worship 10 a.m.
Sunday evening 6 p.m.
Wednesday Bible School 7 p.n
Colonels For Christ 9 p.m. Thi
Powell Building
Phone: 623-8535
Red Hoase Baptist ( hareh

2301 Red House Rd.
Adam Dodlcy. Pastor

Richmond First Church of the
Naur-rat
136 Aspen Axe.
Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 a in.
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m. — Bible Study.
Youth. College & C Hear, Children s
Programs
St. Stephen Catholic Newman Center
405 University Dr
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper: 6 p.m. (SI.00)
Newman Night for all students:
Wed 9 p.m.
St. Thomas Lutheran Church
1285 Barnes Mill Rd
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:45 a in
Sunday Contemporary Worship. 11 a.m.

Phone: 859-623-8471
College 4 Career Bible Study
9.30 am.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. A
Prayer Meeting St Bible Study
6:30 p.m.
Preschool Children s. Youth Ac
6:30 p.m.
First C hrlstiaa Church

Main and Lancaster St.
Phone: 859-623-4383
Early Worship 8:40 a.m.
Church School 9:40 a-m.
Morning Worship 10:40 a.m.
EKl' Christian (. onncction
(for all students)
Tuesday 9 p.m.

Reach Katie at
katherine weitkam1teku.edu

•t

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Abundant lit* Miaiotries
1705 Ervine Rd
(classes for all ages &
nurseries available)
Phone: 859-A25-S366
Sunday school: 10 a.m.
Sun. Mommy Worship: 11 a.m.
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services: Weekdays at 1:30 p.m.

sity on and off campus ... We
will work more jointly for mutual
promotion."
Prices for both bottles and
cans of Coke products will
remain the same throughout the
academic year, Johnston said. To
increase the price of products,
Eastern and the Coca-Cola
Company will have to agree on
the price.
The contract, which is now
bouncing between lawyers for
Coca-Cola and Eastern, will be in
effect for just under seven years.
"We have a vendor who will
be more aggressive with efforts
to help the university." Johnston
said.
The Coca-Cola Company will
be doing studies to see where
more vending machines are
needed on campus and what
products are used more in the
different locations.
"Our initial efforts were to
replace the Pepsi machines with
Coke primarily on a one-on-one
basis, but one of the things

Managing editor

Coke has been doing is an evaluation of where products are
offered and we do anticipate
some additional opportunities
there."
In the past. Coke and Pepsi
were sold on campus. Coke
through Aramark and Pepsi
through vending machines.
However, now that the university
has an agreement with Coke,
Pepsi will not be sold anywhere
on campus.
"I like Coke better, so it doesn't bother me," said Daniel Rake,
a senior aviation major from
Winchester.
But not everyone is as indifferent
"I like Pepsi better than I like
Coke," said Rickey Readus, a
music education major from
Louisville. "I live in Keene Hall
so I can walk to Winn Dixie to
get it"
The contract with Coca-Cola
will be signed in the near future,
Johnston said. He said the university has yet to find any disadvantages with the change in vendors.
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1 Medium
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& 2 20 oz. Cokes
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Congrats to our new
Alpha Gamms!
Stella Begley
Whitney Praska
Lauren Kiser
Stephanie Meyer
Kiera Zerrer
Becca Nolting
Krista Williams
Tonya Tuttle
Meredith Miller
Nicole Erb
Brittany Arnet

Jackie Brewer
Apryl Graham
Jessica Moore
Ashley Head
Jennifer Forbes
Maggie Wilhoit
Brandy Joseph
Kimberly Morris
Lauren Fry
Kcrri Dennis

Wrstside Carisliaa ( hareh
End of Bcnninglon < 1 (across from
Arlington |
Mailing address: 1432 Fairlane Dr
Phone: 859-623-0382

Sunday School: 9:45 a.m
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer .t Bible Study:
7 p.m.
Transportation available

236 West Main Street

HUNGRY?

UniUrian-UniversalisI Fellowship
a liberal, ethically based religion which
encourages the indiv idual pursuit of
religious truth outside the confines of a
particular doctrine Adult service, youlh
program, and preschool care:
Sunday: 10:45 a.m. at 209 St George
Street For more information
log on to our website.
www.gcocittcs.com madisoncountyuu.
or call 925-4900 or 623-4614
Trinity (hareh PC \
315 Spanglcr Dr.
(behind Pizza hut off the byRtchmond. Ky. 40475
Worship at 9.50 a.m.
Sunday School at 11:10 a.m.
Pastor Curt Gardner
Phone: aJS9-624-89IO

1 large
1 topping

l

limited time only

634-0404
Add Magia Broad or
Sweetie Pie $1.99

• PIZZA
• MAGIA BREAD

• STROMBOLI
• WINGS

• SWEETIE PIE
• CHEESE BREAD
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Budget tops Regents meeting,
possible tuition increase
BY CASSONDBA K«BY

Editor
Easterns Board of Regents
convened Saturday to discuss
the possibility of another tuition
increase at the school and
unanimously passed a modification to the university's
Capital Plan. This means the
$10 million Manchester Center
could be completed sooner
than originally scheduled.
Ken Johnston, vice president of Financial Affairs, presented a report outlining the
possibility of a 10 percent per
year tuition increase for the
next biennium. Johnston said
the Council on Post-secondary
Education has asked all state
educational institutions to offer
tuition projection figures for
the next biennium (fall 2004-fall
2005). Assuming state appropriations will not increase, a
raise in tuition may be needed
at Eastern.
"In reviewing our status
among other comprehensive
institutions, we have looked
and seen that our current
tuition and fee rates are about
10 percent below that of the
average comprehensive institutions of the state. Those comprehensive institutions are
Western, Murray. Morehead.
Northern and Kentucky State."
Johnston said.
Johnston noted Eastern's
tuition cost being below other
competitive universities is good
on one side as it relates to the
cost for Eastern's students, but
on the other side "it provides
fewer financial resources for
(the school) to provide that
quality instructional experience

that (Eastern) seeks for its students."
Along with Eastern's tuition
rates being lower than that of
other comprehensive universities. Johnston said Eastern's
level of state support is also significantly below the other
benchmark institutions.
"So when you put that
together, we are receiving
fewer tuition dollars and are
receiving fewer state dollars
than those institutions we compete with." Johnston said.
"Over the long range, that
makes it difficult for us to be
competitive and to maintain the
high quality experience that we
seek."
Johnston said when looking
at a tuition increase, he also
computed what it would take
for Eastern to maintain its current level.
"Even without providing for
any sort of salary adjustments
for our faculty and staff, we
compute that it will cost us
about $4.4 million in additional
monies just to maintain what we
are currently doing at this point
and time." Johnston said,
"lherefore. we think it is appropriate for us to set as a goal to
try to reach the average of the
other comprehensive institutions of the next two bienniums.
that is over the next four years."
To reach the average of the
other comprehensive universities, Johnston said it would be
appropriate for Eastern to look
at tuition increases of about 10
percent per year for the next
two years.
"Again, we would have to
look and see what the other
average changes might be to

Committee named

Other Kerns
discussed at the
Board Meeting:

see whether or not that is sufficient to meet that goal," he
said. "But at this point and time,
we think 10 percent per year
will be appropriate and that
would be contingent on state
appropriations not decreasing
further than what they are at
right now. If that was to take
place, then we would need to
revisit even that level of tuition
increase."
Johnston said he anticipates
bringing a specific recommendation relating to tuition at the
December board meeting.
Along with the discussion of
tuition increases, the Board
also voted to move the
Manchester Post-secondary
Education Center to the university's 2004-06 biennium from
the 200608 biennium.
President Joanne Glasser
told the Board she met with
Manchester leaders and heard
a "compelling case for the multipurpose educational facility."
"A new facility will allow us
to better meet the educational
and economic development
needs of the area." Glasser said.
The center has been
assigned as the fifth priority
project in the university's project list. The university's top
construction priorities are:
Phase II of the Business and
Technology Center. Phase II of
the Wellness Center, a new science building and Phase II of
the Southeast Regional Postsecondary Education Center in
Corbin.

• Unanimous approval was
given to eliminating a policy
that limited students to only
replacing six grades in theneducational
careers
at
Eastern. Students can now
replace as many grades as
they want by retaking a class
to receive a higher grade.
• Joseph Foster, director of
major gifts for Eastern,
reported to the Board mat
Eastern's donations for the
200203 year, had increased
76 percent from the previous
year, at almost $4.4 million.
• The Board passed a policy
that now allows faculty and
staff at Eastern to be ranked
as lecturer, a non-tenure
track position that can be
filled yearly. Previously.
Eastern had full-time nontenured track faculty positions that could only be identified as visiting professors.
With the visiting position,
there it a limit on the number
of years that these individuals are allowed to remain
with the university. The new
lecturer position will allow
those departments who want
to bring teachers in, other
than in that visiting category,
and the potential would be
there for keeping these people longer than the previous
limit
• Eastern has reached an
agreement with Berea college, to allow faculty and staff
at Eastern to receive a full
tuition waiver for undergraduate courses at Berea. This
does not include spouses or
dependent children.

Reach Cassandra at
cassondra_kirby8@eku. edu
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Search begins for
new dean of
graduate
education
BY ROGER LEE OSBORNE

News writer
Eastern has formed a search
committee for the new dean of
graduate education and
research.
The committee will be looking for several qualities in the
individuals they select as dean
finalists.
"1 think it is accurate to say
at this early point in the search
that we are committed to finding a leader who will help us
create a vision of the university
that values scholarly activity."
said Malcolm Frisbie, search
committee chair. "The new
dean will be instrumental in
helping the university articulate
just how graduate education fits
into its greater mission."
Frisbie, along with 13 other
faculty and students, have been
selected to choose the next
dean.
"The faculty members of the
search committee represent a
cross section of the academic
units with graduate programs,
and are individuals who are
actively involved in those graduate programs as well as
research," said University
President Joanne Glasser.
"I thought it was also very
important to include both undergraduate and graduate student
representation on this committee as many of our students are
heavily engaged in research at
both levels," she said.

—Joanne Glasser
University president
'))
The need for confidentiality
does not allow for committee
meetings to be open to the
Eastern community during the
first stages of the process.
"When we are further along
in the search process, we will
invite finalists to campus."
Frisbie said.
"At that point the candidates
will be allowing their candidacy
to become public knowledge
and the committee will invite all
segments of the university committee to participate in the
selection process."
At the first committee meeting members formed a position
description for the purpose of
advertising the opening and
defined the criteria that will be
used to evaluate candidates,
Frisbie said.
No candidates exist at this
time.
Reach Roger Lee at
roger_osborne2@eku. edu
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Interstate News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland
859.624.1122
Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
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Mexican & Caribbean cuisine
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Carry Out & Delivery Available
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Karaoke
Friday night is Karaoke for kids 7-11p.m.
Saturday Karaoke for everyone 7:30-11:30 p.m.
Hours: Mon- Wad 11 am - 9 p.m
Thurs - Sat. 11 a.m. - Midnight • Sun. 11:30 a.m. - 9 p.m

FREE Delivery
Paleontologist Paul SerenO"-...,,-..,i.omoo(ih.*tlfdesi
crfidluies thai ever walked the earth Yel some of the Kartell things I

i ind arm t likely

lo become extinct anytime soon Sad to say investment lees and expenses will nrouably outlast

usan ihaiswhyo. se.enowas afraid of getting eaten alive.
So he turned to a company famous tor keeping costs down
tor him and less tor the monsters

www.el-caribe.net

NOW OPEN IN BEREA

(859) 985-5579
Hours: M-F 10am - 6pm
Sat. 10am- 1pm
Closed Wed. & Sun.
Bring in this coupon to cither location
(Berea or lxindon) and receive
mimejMWI ■
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Service & Sales of Road and Mountain Bikes
Corner of Boone & Chestnut Street (downtown)

I

m

The Bike Shop

Log on for ideas, advice, and results TIAACREF.org or call 800 842.2776

Managing money for people
with other things to think about.

Madison Ave.

$25 Off -ybkyde

parking
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Flying High

First weekend brings sports,
music, entertainment to campus
The kick off of the
First Weekend
Program this
year started last
Thursday and ran
through Sunday.
Activities offered
included simulated
skydiving, free food,
concerts, a football
game and many other
free events.
Students and community members
joined together to produce a record breaking
crowd at the first home
football game this season, welcoming new
Head Football Coach
Danny Hope to
Eastern's field. Of the
14,400 people who
attended the football
game, around 4,000
were current Eastern
students.

Students participated in an
outdoor skydiving event
"Extreme Air"
Friday afternoon as part
ot a series ot
First
Weekend
events held
on campus
Joe McKmnon
/Progress

Mark Cristiani.
defensive tackle, celebrates
the Colonel's
victory at the
first home
game. This win
marks their
500th. The
game was also
Coach Danny
Hope's first
appearance as
Eastern's new
football coach.
Kevin
Martin/Progress

Got a. news tip?
all Acram Baker
at 622-1882

Techno Pirates off
Eastern Kentucky

SEG

Nathan Gray/Progress
Jaret Ellis, a singer from Atomic Sandbox Theory, sings at the- ■
Rally in the Ravine during First Weekend.
CAR STEREO

Otter Creek Adventures Canoe Rental
We offer:

Hottest New Group on Campus

.flfessssr.

c*fc^BSA's Htw Hiring!

*r—

=AUDIO
lEVENTER
'=lnc.

We are the new dinner and lunch only, high volt
service restauraunt that hat taken Lexington by M
feature exhibition style Italian cooking We provIdH
and teslive atmosphere and we are passionate about f
and hospitality We are immedialaty hiring •xpartanced work
era for the following full-time poeWong:

23 Southern Hills Plaza
Richmond • 624-3515
Since 1981

■Yep Cooks, Line Cooks, Bartender (Server)/
Lead Bartender, Buseera, CaraMe Servers
We are seeking haraworking learnplaylng, dependable workers
for full-time long-term posters E*etlent references rsqmred.We
offer excellent cornpenBBfMn and benefits in a tun uiofesslo
environment Apply Monday through Friday from 1 -3 pm i
Plaudit Place across from Hamburg Pavilion WeareasutM
of Outback steakhouse and an equal opportunity employer

PAGERS

(899)861-1572 or (859)661^3018
wwwwlqw<M—hi

*

Buffet Price Includes

Richmond, KY 40475
(Next to Winn-Dixie) (859) 626-3333
Lunch $5.39
Monday - Friday 10:30 - 3:30 p.m.
ChMren 3-6 $2.99 -7-11 $3.99

Brunch $7.50
Sat, Sun.. HoMays 10:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Chrldren 3-6 $2.99 -7-11 $3.99

Dinner$8.50
Monday - Thursday 4 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Children « (3.99 • 7-11 $459

Friday - Sunday & Holiday $9.99
4 pm -10:30p.m.
Children 3-6 $3.99-7-11 $4.99
Children Under 2 FREE

Z

Metra • Raptor
WINDOW TINTING

DINE
GRAND CHINA SMOKE
BUFFET
FREE
882 Eastern ByPass

650 Eastern ByPass

KING BUFFET

Accessories:

Phoenix Gold

Mongolian B.B.Q.

EKU Faculty
Staff & Student

Richmond, KY 40475
(Next to Kroger) (859) 624-3888

10% off Lunch
15% off Dinner
with EKU I.D.
Over 100 Items Dailyl
10% off Lunch with EKU I.D.
15% off Dinner with EKU I.D.
Can not combine will other offers

^mmmammmmm

m

■MM

Lunch $5.39
Monday-Friday 10:30-3:30 p.m.

Madison
narden
VJ ■ARAQWIIL

ChWren under 12 $2.99

Brunch $7.50
Sat. Sun.. Hoidays 10:30-3:30 p.m.
Children under 12 $2.99

Join The
Crew

Dinner $7.99
Monday - Thursday 4 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Children under 12 $3.99

Friday ■ Sunday & Holiday $9.50
4 p.m. -10:30 p.m.

Children under 12 $3.99
Children Undtr 2 FREE

SEG

Student
Enterprise Group

Get The
Booty

■■

■■■
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CAVE: Official says break-in, vandalism may be from students at Eastern
from Page A1
. .
One of the bipgest reasons
Harrell and other volunteers,
including Eastern biology students and professors, took an
interest in the cave was because
of two species of beetles. The
Greater Adams Cave Beetle
(Pseudanophthalmus pholeter)
and Lesser Adams Cave beetle
(Pseudanophthalmus cataryctos) are on the candidate list,
which is one step short of being
on the endangered species list.
Candles found last week gave off
smoke, heat and left wax behind,
endangering the habitat for the
beetles. Adams Cave is the only
place these two types of beetles
are found in the world.

Other animals living'in the
cave include stveobitic
stygobitic isoDod.
isopod,
crayfish, amphipod, millipede,
Longtail salamander, Cave salamander, Slimy salamander, Big
brown bat and Eastern pipistrelle. all of which can be affected by people in the cave.
"This has been a big party
site for EKU for a number of
years," Harrell said. "We understand ... the tradition, but there
have been all kinds of signs up.
You have to move on, it's not
(going to happen) anymore:
we're trying to protect it"
Harrell said the goal was that
the cave would be virtually
untouched to allow scientists to
track the life and environment of
the cave, however, now that peo-

ple
pie have broken in much of the
research could be inaccurate.
On Friday there were no
bats to be found, and Harrell
suspects that the intruders
may have scared them away.
"Everybody worked so hard
on this and to have them do
that..." Harrell said. "Of
course, we aren't accusing anyone, we don't know who did it
But we know that fraternities
have used this in the past
because we've had people that
were in fraternities say they've
used it in the past and for
someone to break-in corresponding with school starting
back at Eastern (makes it suspicious).
"Whoever wanted in there.

it took some really serious
eauiDment
equipment to cut those bars:
bars;
it's four-inch angle iron at a
quarter inch thick. They
weren't going in there just to
drink beers, they had to have
had a specific reason, purpose
to go in there."
Harrell said he is not sure
Eastern students broke in, and
officials are investigating all
possibilities. Harrell spoke
with Jey Marks, assistant director of Student Involvement and
Leadership, and informed him
of what happened at the cave.
"They're all accusations
now, there is no proof," Marks
said. "I made an open statement that it's now a $10,000 fine
for trespassing."

Charles Elliott, a professor
of biological sciences said he
hopes Eastern students didn't
have anythinR to do with the
break in.
"We had students there
helping (put the gate up), and
to have students be the cause
(of the destruction) would look
really bad," he said.
He said about three professors from the science department and 15 students helped
carry out garbage and do
"grunt work" during the clean
up effort in November.
The break-in not only sets
back the cave's regeneration, it
also holds up possible research.
"Students can do a wildlife
independent research," Elliott

said. Had the break-in not
occurred students would be
able to leave research equipment to track temperatures and
other things in the cave without
fear of loss or damage.
But Harrell, Elliott and other
wildlife enthusiasts are not
being discouraged by the vandalism. They plan to repair the
cave's gate and educate the
community about the consequences and risks breaking in
may cause. They hope that people will move on with their traditions and leave the cave alone
to regenerate.
Katie Weitkamp at
katherine weitkamtteku.edu

RETIREMENT: Whitlock to teach classes F.RST WEEKEND: Football game brings crowd
From Page Al
From Page Al
"Everybody I know that has
retired says they're busier in
retirement than they were in
their day job," he said.
However, stepping back into
the classroom is what Whitlock
said he looks forward to the
most
"Until three to four years ago
I've always tried to teach one
class a semester and I just
haven't had the time recently,"
he said. Teaching is something
I enjoy and back when I taught
that one class a semester it was
the most fun I had."
For Whitlock, Eastern is not
just a place he calls work. He
stepped onto The Campus
Beautiful" in 1961 as a freshman
and ended up working straight
through to his masters degree.
"I got a great education
here," he said. "I think the students here today are getting
every bit as good as an education as I got probably better."
Whitlock declared himself a
history major, citing his love for
liberal arts as the reason. He
explained then he had "no earthly idea" what he wanted to do
after college, but said he considered being a journalist
Whitlock's ear for the news
and talent with the pen landed
him at The Eastern Progress
during his years as a student.
While at The Progress he held
the titles of sports editor, managing editor and, eventually, editor.
Whitlock said he has many
memories from The Progress,
which printed on Friday at that
time, "probably none that should
be repeated," he said with a
laugh.
Whitlock remembered cover-

ing stories like President
Kennedy's assassination, severe
flooding in eastern Kentucky,
and campus construction during
his time as a Progress member.
"Most of the buildings on this
campus were built between 1961
and 1970." he said. The whole
campus was like a big construction zone from one end to the
next"
Other than spending late
nights at The Progress,
Whitlock said he was a member
of Eastern's ROTC program and
spent time in between his
degrees as a member of the
United States Army from 1966 to
1968.
"I was an air defense missile
officer and spent two years in
the U.S. Army Air Defense
Center at Fort Worth, Texas," he
said. That was right at the
height of the Vietnam War.
"By luck of the draw, there
were no high altitude missile
officers in Vietnam and that's
what my specialty was — so I
avoided (the war), but a lot of my
friends didn't
"I gave a lot of thought to
staying in the Army," he said. "I
probably would have except the
girl that I was engaged to, that
became my first and only wife,
wasn't really excited about
becoming an Army wife."
Whitlock said if you had told
him back then that he would
give 35 years of service to his
alma mater and eventually retire
from there, he probably wouldn't
have believed it
However, despite his instincts
then, Whitlock ended up returning to Eastern in 1968 and made
the campus his permanent place

of business.
Whitlock served as director
of Public Information from 1968
to 1976, executive assistant to
the president from 1976 to 1998
and vice president of
Administrative Affairs from 1998
to present
Whitlock said he liked each
of his jobs, but enjoyed the spontaneity of executive assistant to
the president the most
"It was 22 years of experience
and not the same year 22 times,"
he said.
When Whitlock walks out of
his office on Oct. 1. one of the
things he will miss the most will
be his co-workers.
"I'll miss working with my
friends and colleagues day in
and day out but they'll do well,"
he said.
Late night telephone calls and
budgetary problems are two
things that he will not miss, he
said. However, he added, "there
aren't many negatives in the
job."
Many would agree Whitlock
has been instrumental in several
of the university's successes
through the years. However,
Whitlock modestly did not pick
out one in particular.
There are just a whole lot
of little things that I've had
an opportunity to help with
and make some small contribuUon to over the years," he
said. "I hope that the total of
all those little things have
made a difference."

Reach Adam at
adam_baker38@eku. edu

Eastern also advertised
free T-shirts, free airbrush
tattoos, live music and a
rollercoaster simulator, in an
effort to use First Weekend
activities to get students
involved at the home opener.
At 3:30 p.m. though, people were drawn into Roy Kidd
stadium to see the new
coach, team and football season.
"The attendance was a
great jump start (to the
game)... the fans gave the

team great hope. They played
with a heart to win (the fans)
over, "Head Football Coach
Danny Hope said.
This being the school's
500th win, Hope has high
expectations for the season.
He is excited for the next
home football game on Oct.
4.
"Attendance will have
bearing on our team winning
our conference games.
Student support is important," Hope said.

He went on to say that the
Greeks are "a catalyst" and
he hopes "the freshmen will
develop a love affair with the
football games." Getting the
large freshmen class to continue attendance is vital,
according to Hope.
Glasser added. "I just love
to see that hill full of Eastern
students."
Reach Linda at
linda_pollock3>'Ceku. edu

ASSAULTS: Updated composite released
From Page Al
approached her.
After the attacker questioned her about whether she
attended Eastern and what
year she was, she then tried
to jog away. However, according to the police report, after
she took four or five steps,
the male grabbed the back of
her shirt and started pulling
her into the bushes near the
Burrier Building.
According to the report,
she started to pull away from
the male, but he then
grabbed her shorts and
attempted to pull them down.
The victim yelled at the
attacker, pulled away and hit
him in the face.
The male let her go and
she ran back to her residence hall.
Police also are still investigating an assault that

occurred between 10:30 p.m.
and 10:45 p.m. on Aug. 22.
On that day, a female reported an unknown person
entered her Dupree Hall
dorm room and struck her
on the back with a baseball
bat. No injury was observed
and the complainant refused
medical attention.
The same day, a male student at Eastern reported he
was assaulted just before 3
a.m. by three men. Lindquist
said the victim knew his
attackers.
"He hasn't brought any
charges against the attackers," Lindquist said. The last
I heard he's still mulling over
whether he wants to."
Reach Cassondra at
cassondra_kiri>y8@eku. edu

Ptioto Submitted
An enhanced composite of the
rape suspect was made by the
Kentucky State Police.
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Tropical Twist
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Faculty senate meets, tables two motions
CA—ONom Kwer
Editor

BY

Some Eastern faculty members will have to wait a little
longer for a salary equity
adjustment
When the university's
Faculty Senate convened for
its regular meeting Monday,
after much discussion, a
motion to address faculty
salary inequities was postponed to its next meeting in
October.
The motion, made by the
Welfare Committee, recommended five principles to
address the inequities in faculty salaries at Eastern. The first
recommendation called for the

university to consistently provide a pool of money each year
to address salary equity issues
as part of a campus-wide
adjustment program and to
commit itself to a program that
addresses equity issues within
five years. Secondly, the
motion called for the university
to consider the principle factors of market indicators for
specific discipline, rank and
time in rank when determining
faculty salary adjustments.
The motion also called for
the individual chairs and deans
to be central to the process of
making salary adjustments and
finally asked for an appeals
process that would be available
to individual faculty members.

►Police Beat: Aug. 29- Sent. 5

"I think (the appeals
process) is necessary because
if there is a conflict between an
individual faculty member and
their chair, the individual
would have another avenue to
appeal the recommendation of
the chair," said Senator Garett
Yoder who presented the
motion for the Welfare
Committee.
Keith Johnson, faculty senate chair, expressed the
extreme importance of this
motion and ruled it as a substantive motion, which tabled
the motion until the Senate's
next meeting.
"We will put off the vote for
this motion until October, so
each of you may go back to

your departments and discuss
this and be able to come back
better prepared to address this
issue," Johnson said.
The Senate also tabled a
motion to accept procedures
and policies for a foundation
professor. Lyle Cook, provost,
told the Senate that the university did have the means to fund
at least one foundation professor, but wasn't sure about any
more than that.
Senator Pam Schlomann
made the motion to postpone
discussion for two specific reasons: to make sure the new
senate members understand
the issue and to allow the
chance for someone familiar
with the foundation professor

position, and procedures and
policies associated with it to
come in and answer questions
from members.
"I know this has come
before us before but that was a
long time ago and we have a
lot of new people on (the senate)," Schlomann said.
"(Postponing the issue) will
give people a chance to talk
about it and it will also give us
a chance to have someone
from the community to be here
to answer questions — and
may make for a more productive debate," she said.
The senators voted to pass
Schlomann's motion and table
the issue for further discussion
in October.

September 2
Brandon Cates, 19. of
Vinegrove, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Jeff Aurand reported a
possible break-in at the construction site behind the
Moberly Building. Nothing
was missing although the
telephone wires were ripped
from the connection box in
the trailer.
Mark Nally reported his
CD player was stolen from
his vehicle in the Lancaster
Lot. There are no suspects at
this time.
Officer Andy Winkfein
reported a vehicle was broken into and the CD player

removed. The car was parked
in the Alumni Coliseum Lot.
September 3
Amber Kelly reported
the top of her car was cut
into and a class ring, a cross
and her radar detector were
stolen. There are no suspects
at this time, and the camera
system came up with negative results.
September 4
Joshua Davis reported he
received three harassing
phone calls to his personal line.
September 5
Dawn Smith reported an
incident with a suspect in
which she felt threatened.
Doug Hall, night supervisor, reported damage to a
smoke
detector
in
Commonwealth Hall. The
vent cover was broken but no
damage was done to the sensory panel.

Techno Pirates of
Eastern Kentucky

SEG

Hottest New Group on Campus

BWI
1847 Mercer Road • Lexington, KY 40511
Candy Scott, HP.Coordinator
cscott(J> bwibooks.com
(859)231-9789
(800)888-6319 EEO

The aacond motion tabled
was to accept procedures and poBciee tor a
foundation p dkmmor.
Thaaa mctona <** ba dtecuaaed at the October

Reach Cos ndra at
cassondrajtit .iCeku.edu

Compiled by Rog>

SGA fall election
results

Student record
books available

Student Senate:

Students who pre-ordered
the 2003 student record may
pick them up in the SGA office
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Senators
Cassie Barcrweski,
Rebecca Whhehusrt,
Benjagerand
AnoeBlom

Student tickets for
fundraiser available

Student Activities

Students may pick up discounted tickets for the schoolhouse fundraiser. Student tickets
are $25. They can be purchased
in the SGA office until Monday.

Rettrioua
Shad Stewart
Hall

Eastern sponsors
Career Day 2003

Robin Deto and
KabonnaGray

Council:

Meagan Alexander
Residence life
Council:
Caw Hall

SamanthaSapp
DunreeHaO
Blaire Fowler

BnranHal

Runoff
Commonwealth HaD
Runoff
Martin Hall
BiDyStanton
Palmer Hall
Emmanuel Stone
Sullivan Hall
Andrew Beck

The fall 2003 Career Day
will be held at 11 a.m. Sept. 23
in the Keen Johnson Building.
For more information, visit the
Web
site
at
www.career.eku.edu.

Eastern offers
Spotlight Day
All high school or community
college students considering
Eastern are invited to attend
Eastern's Spotlight Day. The day
will be used to answer questions
and provide university information. Registration will begin at
7:30 a.m. Sept 13 in the Student

Services Building lobby.
Students who plan to attend
must preregister by calling 6222106 or 1-8004659191.

United Day of Service
ceremony held
The second annual United
Day of Service will be held at
Eastern. The ceremony will
include a campus-wide remembrance, a tree-planting ceremony
and a fundraising drive to help
eradicate polio.
It will take place at 6 p.m.
today in the Ravine. Donation
forms are available in Student
Services Building, Room 540.
For more information, call 6222052.

Philosophy Club
debates college values
The department of philosophy and religion will hold a
debate entitled, "Aside from
Obvious Economic Benefits,
does College Education Have
any Other Value?" The debate
will take place at 7:30 p.m Oct
21 in the Adams Room of the
Wallace Building.

Nature Preserves
Commission to meet
KSNPC will conduct its quar-

Musicians & Music Students
BWI, a leader In the distribution of Print and Audiovisual
materials to Public Libraries currently has full or part time
positions open for candidates knowledgeable in classical,
modem, jazz, rock and other music in our Audiovisual
Cataloging department in Lexington.
Please submit resumes or apply in person:

The tat motor
regarded adjuatog Mtary

► News Briefs

Compiled by Linda Pollock

August 29
Jennifer Howard reported a master key to Donavan
Annex was missing. There
are no suspects at this time.

Faculty Senate
tabled temotions

You're Invited
F^HMXNCONVOC^ON
BARBARA
EHRENREICH

September ft*"
featuring
Barbara Ehrenreich.
author °f -.WT>

KlCKELANDOttO®

Sponsored by First Year Programs
IK I Division of Student Affairs

Lee Osbome

terly commission meeting at
Mammoth Cave National Park.
The meeting will take place at 1
p.m. Sept. 16 at the Rotunda
Meeting Room at the park. For
more information call (502) 5732886 or visit www.kynaturepreserves.org.

Teaching abroad
opportunities offered
Eastern's
Cooperative
Center for S dy Abroad
(CCSA) has many opportunities for Eastern faculty to teach
abroad. CCSA is now accepting proposals from faculty for
courses to be taught in the
2004-05 school year. Deadline
for submission of course proposals is Sept. 26. For more
information contact Bonnie
Plummer at 622-1705 or e-mail
her
at
Bonnie.Plummer@eku.edu.

Eastern holds Co-op
Kickoff
Eastern will hold a Co-op
Kickoff to share co-op experiences and inform students of
the requirements for pursuing a coopera' e education
experience. The program will
be digauwed at 11:15 a.m.
Sept. 17 in .he Student
Services
Building
Auditorium.

One of our most recc nzed and
original social commentators, author/
journalist Barbara Ehrenreich has
been a contributing writer for Time
Magazine since 1990. Her articles,
reviews, essays and humor have
appeared In a range o' national
publications, including Tl Jew York
Times Magazine, The Washington
Post Magazine, Ms., Esquire. The
Atlantic Monthly, Harper's, The Nation,
The New Republic, Social Policy,
MirabeHa. as well as in newspapers
throughout the world.

Bo

<* signing and

™g toe presentation.
WalnutHall
Keen J
°hnson Building
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Physics professor claims grants, award
BY MORGAN CALDWELL

Jerry
Cook

Who's That? editor

Most of Eastern's students
can remember what their math
and science classes were like in
middle school. And unless
those students were particularly lucky, those classes could be
described in one word:
BORING.
In science the students were
lectured every day on what
would happen if they mixed
two substances together, or on
what happened when somebody else got to mix the substances together.
Students were told that people somewhere, sometime used
this in their profession, and
probably lost count of the number of times that they asked
themselves, "How is this useful
to me?"
Well, Jerry Cook, one of
Eastern's physics professors,
decided to ask that question
Brooke Shepherd/Progress
aloud for them. He was instrumental in acquiring two grants Jerry Cook, posed in his office in the Memorial Science Building, where the walls are decorated with posters of famous scientists.
for the university. One grant,
worth $1.34 million, is specifi- is called, is for $22 million, and answers; they are expected to was awarded by his colleagues, wife, Verna Kay. Cook enjoys
cally for Eastern and is to be is being shared by other uni- arrive at them on their own. and that it was a humbling gardening, but says he doesn't
cut his grass often enough.
including the The next step is to ask why experience.
used to change the way math versities,
"That's what my neighbors
"I don't think anything is
they think something particuand science is being taught in Universiy of Kentucky.
middle schools. Dubbed
"Ten colleges and universi- lar happens during an experi- more important that recogni- notice anyway," Cook said.
Cook is also currently takProject ISMAM, Inquiry-based ties are participating," Cook ment, and from there, to make tion by your peers." Cook said.
Science and Mathematics in said. "It spans 52 school dis- predictions about the outcomes "I think it kind of tells me that ing on the role of a student at
what I'm doing are the things Eastern as well as a teacher.
of other experiments.
Appalachian Middle schools, tricts."
"I take woodworking here at
"We want them to use obser- that need to be done."
The driving idea behind
the idea behind this grant is to
As for work actually on cam- the university," he said. He
get college students into mid- AMSP is to change the way sci- vations to make predictions."
said Cook, which is the motivat- pus. Cook established the uni- enjoys making classical
ence is taught in the state.
dle school classrooms.
versity's chapter of Sigma Pi American furniture.
"We want to develop courses ing element of inquiry science.
"It gives grad students a feel
Cook has managed so far to
As a tribute to the work Sigma, a physics club, after
for how the school system in hands-on science," Cook said.
They also want to pursue Cook has done at Eastern, he beginning his career at Eastern juggle woodworking, gardenworks," Cook said.
ing, teaching, home life and
The hope following this is the teaching of "inquiry sci- recently received the 2004 EKU in 1983.
While teaching classes and grant work, but says he doesn't
Foundation Professorship,
that college students going into ence."
working on the grants takes up plan to add to that list any time
"That's where you present a which lasts for two years.
the teaching profession will
"I'm still kind of amazed that much of his time. Cook doesn't soon.
gain valuable experience from problem, and ask them to find
"These are the places I'm
restrict his energies to those
the solution using the scientific I got it." Cook said.
the project
He explained that what real- two things exclusively. He going to concentrate my enerAppalachian Math-Science method."
Students are not told the ly made it special was that it makes time to spend with his gy and time," he said.
^Partnership, as the other grant
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Reach Morgan at
morgan_caldwellll@eku.edu
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► News Quiz
OK, boys and girts. If s time to
test your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern. If
you don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you
can cheat.

@Wk

What can only be
found In Richmond's
Adams Cave?
$

a) The Progress news editor
b) Rare beetles
c) Doug Whitlock

How many motions did
the Faculty Senate
table on Monday?
*
a) Two
b) Seven
c) None, Doug Whitlock would
not allow any motions.

How many people were
estimated to attend
Eastern's first home
* game?
a) 20,000
b) Only Doug Whitlock

c) 14,400

Mehael Kotofa/Progress

Absence of Pepsi leaves no choice
However, Coke is supposed to support Eastern in spirit too. Who hasn't
seen the "EKU and Coke, a winning tradition" and similar banners near the student center?
It's a nice gesture, and even the Coke
Company coming to campus earlier in
the semester to pass out products for
free is also nice, but what about choice?
Blimpie and Aramark sold Coke products last year while vending machines
were strictly Pepsi products — people
had a choice.
And since Welch's is owned by Pepsi,
all those flavorful juices and Yoohoo are
yesterday's news, welcome in Minute

Anyone for a Coke? Of course, if
you're looking for a carbonated
beverage; there is no Pepsi, Dr.
Pepper or Mountain Dew to be found on
Eastern's campus.
Since the beginning of summer.
Eastern has been taking away the "Joy
of Pepsi" and replaced it with "the real
thing" for more exposure and more
involvement from the Coca-Cola
Company.
The vice president of financial affairs
won't yet say how much money Eastern
is making from the deal since a contract
has not been signed — it's still going
through the lawyer runaround.

Maid.

As long as the deal is sweet enough,
and we don't yet know that it is, maybe
the monotony of one cola giant on campus is OK.
However, if it's a couple banners and
a couple free drinks for freshmen it may
not be worth the hike to Wal-Mart and
Winn Dixie for a Mountain Dew.
For now, well just have to deal with
feeding quarters and dollars to the
bright, shiny-new red machines. Enjoy.
Reach The Progress at
progress&eku. edu

Nathan Gray/Progress

What is this guy doing?
$
a) Mourning the retirement of
Doug Whitlock
b) Sleeping during class
c) Resting after playing the
bongos

► Campus Comments
Today is the second anniversary of the Sept. 11 tragedy. Copy editor Melissa Engle asked students what they are doing for the day.
MELISSA
BEREDA

Bowling Green
Major Physical
fitness and
wellness
management
r. Sophomore

I will sit for about
five minutes or so
and think about
all the lives lost I
will probably go to
the ceremony on
campus.

I will probably go
to some of the
campus stuff and
participate as
much as I can.
Hometown
Chicago. III.
Major Criminal
justice
Freshman

t

i

Hometown!
Dayton. Ohio
Major: Nursing
r: Sophomore

NSN is going to
hand out red,
white and blue
ribbon-pins. I will
probably watch
about it on TV.

f /

► How to roach us
Phone:(859)622-1881

Hometown;
Dayton. Ohio
Major Forensic
Science
r. Sophomore

I will probably
watch CNN. I
really didn't know
anybody personally
who was affected
by it.

E-MaH: progressOeku.edu
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My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should rente to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress9eku.edu or nixed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.
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Student finds 'high' from traveling globe
Use your scns.s to imagine
for a second. Imagine an experienced skydiver. Imagine the
anticipation he must have, the
fast-paced heart, the tightness in
the throat, the fear or excite
mi nt he will experience seconds

before the jump.
SARA TYRKK
My Turn
Sara is a
sophomore
human resource
management
major from
Berea. She is
the Around &
About editor tor
The Progress.

Now imagine the jump, (he
exuberant feeling of flying
through the air. the wind against
his face as he focuses on what
he's doing. Why does he do it?
Doesn't he know the risks he is
taking? Of course. But why does
hi' keep on doing it repeatedly,
and not just make it a one-time
rush? Because it's his high.
It is what satisfies him and
makes him unique. The sky-diver
has a passion, a reason for feeling good or being happy, a reason for enjoying life. I, too. am
part of something (hat makes
me feel unique. I have a high all
my own.
Although not as daring as a
skydiver. my high satisfies me
just as much. My high conies
every time I am handed a plane
ticket, every time 1 step into an
airport and every time I arrive at
a new destination. Travel is my
high, and I am addicted
I knew the first time I boarded a plane that I was hooked.
The first flight I'd ever been on
was an intimidating 14 hour
flight to Tokyo. 1 hoped to experience a culture vastly different
from my own. one that lived
completely opposite from me on
a day-to-day basis which I found

fascinating. I was involved with
an exchange program and the
host family I stayed with worked
on a blueberry farm. I ate monster-sized shrimp for dinner with
the family on a bamboo floor.
Fascinating differences in culture like these keep me coming

«

My high comes
every time ... I
arrive at a new
destination.
Travel is my
high, and I am
addicted.

back.
I. like the skydiver. still have
fears and questions that add to
the allure of my high. I don't
always know what will happen,
whether it will be during the
flight in during the trip itself.
Could the plane crash? Could I
gel sick? What about terrorism?
That's a risk 1 take. That uncertainty is inviting. In Japan. I
stayed in a completely different
town with a completely different
Japanese family than my mother
or friends had. Only one girl in
my host family was proficient in
English, and I was the only
blonde in the house. Kven
though 1 was seen as the foreigner, the different one. I didn't
let that stop me.
On a trip to Italy I was told by
a tour guide that the best way to
experience cities like Venice was
to get lost and become surrounded by its people. At first I
was a little nervous, (let lost?
What kind of tour guide advises
this? What if the lour group can't
find me? I thought for a moment.
and I decided that I'd rather take
the risk and see the city than sif
and watch the pigeons in St.
Mark's Square. So. I did. I got
"lost."

yy
As a result, one of my fondest
memories is simply being able to
walk around that city with nothing to do but observe the magnificence around me. I was living
what geography books can only
talk about. Instead of seeing a
picture of the Grand Rialto
Bridge, I was buying strawberries from a stand on it. The skydiver, however afraid as he may
be, jumps if his passion is real. I
keep jumping time and time
again. For me, passion transcends uncertainty.
I thrive on knowing that there
is always something to be
learned from other people or
places in other countries. I can't
sit still and wonder what I could

be learning or experiencing. I
will go and experience it for
myself. I need to know about
these people and places thousands of miles away from me.
This is my passion.
When I travel and fuel that
passion, I better myself and
expand my ideas. I learned that
where I live is very different, no
matter how small the world
seems to be getting. Customs
are different, too. I learned that
in Italy, a boy pinching a girl on
the behind is considered a compliment or flirty, whereas here
the boy would be slapped.
Learning differences in culture makes me realize that the
American culture isn't the only
one out there. There is so much
to learn, so much to take in, and
even if I can't do it all, I am a better individual for trying. As my
plane descends on a new place,
I'm ascending in thought and
excitement. What will I experience today? Who will I meet?
Every place has its uniqueness, and I want to be a part of
that. My rush comes from going
to cities like Rome, where I've
stood on the Spanish Steps, or
Paris, where I've eaten in a sidewalk cafe just feet from the
Eiffel Tower. Virtually unknown
places like Cassis, France have
their own flavor, their own
uniqueness to share. Cities like
this are tucked away in a different world but welcome new
faces like mine, ready to explore
them.

► letters to the editor

Corrections

Intramural season affects Brockton parking, student says
I am writing in response to
last weeks publication about res
idrntial parking not being what
it should be.
In the letter written by Caitlin
Ferry she staled thai commuter
parking had increased while residential parking had decreased.
She also said that most commuters live close enough to
campus that they could walk to
class but choose not to.
I disagree with that because
imisi of the commuters that I
know do mil live near campus at
all but live in other counties and
it would be impossible for them
to walk to class everyday.
I do however agree with
what she said about reserving a
leu rows in the couinuiler lots

for residential students, especial
ly in tin- Disney and Brockton
lots. I myself am a resident nl
Brockton's married housing
located by the intramural fields
and normally we don't have a
problem with parking since we
have spaces reserved in front of
our apartments.
The problem arises when the
football and intramural sports
seasons begin and students participating would rather drive to
the fields instead of walk from
their residence halls. They often
end up parking in our spaces.
The only other lot that I
know of that is reserved for
Brockton residents is for the sin
gles
apartments ' located
between Public Safely and

THE BOTANY BAY
• Large selection
of body jewelry
• New age gifts
■ Stickers, smoking
accessories, & more!

Perhaps setting the commuter lots up with a few rows
for students in residence halls
may help the families that live in
Brockton a little better.
If rows cannot be added then
maybe it would be possible for
students who participate in the
groups that use the intramural
fields could be given a special
sticker to place onto their parking tags that would allow them
to park in the commuter lots
during their practices and
games. The lots are fairly vacant
after about 430 in the afternoon
anyway, so why not let them be
used.

green ones.
I. along with other Brockton
residents, have often mentioned
this problem to public safety and
the Parking Office and always
we are basically told to get over
it because parking problems do
exist and that's just the way it is.

Tonya Carroll,
Student / Brockton resident

&irtK

In last week's edition of The Progress. Ginger
James' name was misspelled in Campus
Comments.

Have an opinion?
Want something changed on
campus? Tell us what you
, think! E-mail us at ,, m
progress@eku.edu
Tutors Needed Immediately!
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lellord. Granted, the parking is
usually not that bad there, it is a
big hassle to try to carry your
groceries/from there to where
our apartment is located
Although I have no children
of my own it is infuriating to see
a mother try to ix-rform a task
and balance her baby at the
same time because all the parking spaces in front of her building were taken by vehicles
spoiling blue tags instead of

$6.99
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Behind Su/uki on Trio Bu i

Hours:
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Residents of Italy pride liieill
selves on living in tin plai •
where St. Fram i- ill Vssisi
began his work foi < •• ><I h has
unique architecture sitting on a
hill where at dusk, the stone
casts a pink glow like no other
place on earth. Each pla< e is ilil
ferent.and each place I visit, I
want to be the one t" expei ienn
the uniqueness (hat it has in
offer.
Because I have visited man)
different places, I have also si • n
things that make me realize I
take my country lor granted In
Nice. France, a mothei "as coming up to a tourist ami begging
him for food, while one ol hei
children shoved a sign in his
face. Her other child was reach
ing underneath this sign into his
pockets. On the "Tube" <-nh
way) in London, ;i homeless man
sat by the wall veiling at the lour
group. "Hey rich Americans.
give me some of your money."
Where I live, this is a rarity. I
appreciate things much more
than I used to.
Every place I have visited and
will visit hides something thai I
need to find. It could simply be
the memory ol walking down
stone-laden Streets in limit "I
castles where kings once lived
or riding through tin- Swiss
countryside. No matter what ii
is. it's what keeps mr coming
back for more. The thrill keeps
on. and my high gels higher. I
am the skydiver. ami travel i- m\
high.
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Depo-Provera is 99.7% effective.

risk of developing bone fractures. Some women

Not only is it 99.7% effective, but you need just

using Depo-Provera have side effects. The most

1 shot every 11 to 13 weeks to protect you

common are irregular periods or spotting. Many

from pregnancy. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera

women stop having periods altogether after a

is not your every day birth control.

few months. You may gain weight when using

Deoo-Provera does not protect you from
HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.

Depo-Provera. About two thirds of the women
in clinical trials reported a weight gain of about
5 lb during the first year of use.

You shouldn t use Depo-Provera if you could be
pregnant or if you have had any unexplained
periods. You should not use it if you have a

Talk to your health care provider to see if
prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or

Birth control you think about just

liver disease. When using Depo-Provera, there

4 times a year.

may be a loss of some of the bone mineral
stored in your bones. This could increase your

oSee what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or visit
www.depo-provera.com.
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Tracy Haney, editor

Accent

► Sports
Eastern football pulls
off 500th win during
season home opener.
Story on B4.
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Where
were
you?
Contributing
writer Catherine
Richardson asked students what they
were doing when they first saw or heard of
the terrorist attacks on 9/11.

Major:
undeclared
-. Freshman

CAMPUS
REFLECTS
Eastern looks back on Sept. 11
tragedy with reverence, clarity
BY TRACY HANEY

Accent editor

Out of the ash and soot, rubble and
debris, the terror, the surprise and the
anguish: a nation rises again.
On the anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks. Eastern joins the country in remembrance of the events that took place just two
short years ago.
James Conneely. vice president for Student
Affairs and Long Island native, remembers the
day very well. He was working at the
University of Arkansas when news came of the
attacks. Conneely became concerned not only
for his brother, who worked four blocks from
the World Trade Center, but also for a group of
students from the university who were on a trip
to New York City.
The whole morning we just really did our
job making sure our students in New York
were OK," Conneely said. "Our number one
goal was reaching students (on-campus) from
the area."
Conneely received word later that morning
his brother was safe after having walked home
from work through the Lower Manhattan
chaos. The students who traveled to New York
City were reported secure later in the day.
Conneely has yet to go back to Long Island
or visit the memorial honoring the victims of
the Twin Tower tragedy, but his brother, who
is still working for the same company, has
changed since the attacks.
"He has a more balanced life." Conneely said.
"He appreciates the time away from work more."
Eastern graduate Michael Kidd also did not
let the events of 9/11 affect his decision to
work in Manhattan.
After graduating in 2002 with a degree in
public relations, Kidd now works for TeleRep,
Inc., located four blocks from the United
Nations Building.

u

Major: recr&
ation and park
administration
Vaar: Senior

I was in my
computer class.
We stopped having class and
everyone
watched what
was going on. I
was shocked.

I was in my
dorm room, and
I was watching
television. It was
unreal, I couldn't
believe it.

-

We are much more aware
of the possibility of
attacks on our country.
We need to be prepared
so an event like (9/11)
doesn't happen again.
—Tom Lindquist
Director of the Division of Public Safety

»
"Seeing people with machine guns is not
uncommon," Kidd said of New York City.
"There are heavy security check points to get in
any building."
Since moving to New York post 9/11, Kidd
said he hasn't witnessed a change in the community except that people are more relaxed
now.
"People were a little un-eased because of the
blackout (in August) ... until they realized what
was going on," Kidd said.
On Eastern*s campus, Neil Wright, the director of the Office of International Education,
remembers efforts to comfort international students at the University.
"Some of them were afraid." Wright said.
"They thought they might be viewed negatively
... especially if they were Middle Eastern."
Wright said he is "glad to see 9/11 did not
destroy international enrollment ... (although)

overtime everyone thought (the attacks) would
bring down the number of international students."
Eastern's international enrollment has
stayed steady at around 180-200 students per
year in the last five years with 45 new international students enrolled this semester.
And although things like international enrollment haven't changed, security measures have.
Director of the Division of Public Safety Tom
Linguist is a member of Eastern Kentucky's
Anti-Terrorism Task Force, a group created
about six months after 9/11.
The task force, composed of members from
various law enforcement agencies, is a direct
result of the terrorist attacks of 9/11, according
to Lindquist. It was created to open lines of
communication between various agencies.
"We are much more aware of the possibility
of attacks on our country." Lindquist said. "We
need to be prepared so (an event like 9/11)
doesn't happen again."
When Lindquist looks back on Sept. 11,
2001, he remembers Eastern at a standstill.
"The normal activity on campus stopped."
Lindquist said. "It was an emotional time ...
There were efforts on campus to do something."
New to the campus. President Joanne
Glasser was preparing to assume the role of
Eastern's tenth president when news came of
the terrorist attacks.
"When I got the call about the attack, my first
reaction was disbelief, followed by my concern
for the victims and their families," Glasser said.
"Like most Americans," Glasser reflected. "I
remember where I was and what I was doing
on Sept. 11. 2001 as if it were yesterday."
Reach Tracy at
tracy_haney5t6fku.edu

I was in second
period psychologyclass ... when the
teacher from across
the hall came in and
told us to turn on the
Major:
Interpreting
Year:
Sophomore

TV. The whole class
watched the television and was silenL

One of my
friends told me that
a plane had crashed
into the World

Major: History
education
VMT: Senior

Trade Center. I
went to my English
class and the
teacher said to go
home and watch
the news.

In the span of just under nine hours on Sept. 11, 2001, terrorism threatened our nation's
security as Americans watched in disbelief. Here are the events that unfolded:
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Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Cindy
Heid at 622-1872
or by email at
progress@eku.edu.
Cindy Held, editor
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TODAY

TUESDAY

PROGRESS

PICK

2-7 p.m.
The Madison County Public
Library Richmond branch will
be having a blood drive. Donors
will receive a free patriotic
blood donor T-shirt
7 p.m.

The Association of Black
Collegians will hold an informational meeting in the Powell
I iibby for all students who are
interested in participating in the
Mr. Ebony pageant

SATURDAY
11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Richmond Parks and Recreation
will be holding the annual "Kids
Fest" at Irvine McDowell Park.
For information call 623-8753.

MONDAY
4 p.m.

The Barrister's Club will hold
their first meeting in the
McCreary
Building's
Basement lounge.

Eastern's FBLA-PBL chapter
will meet in the Combs
Building, Room 105.

8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Deadline for Intramural singles
tennis sign-ups is in Begley,
Room 202.

Annual Arts Gala fund-raiser
holds "Garden Sunset at Elmwood."

6:30-7:30 p.m.
The Law and Justice Forum,
Intimate Partner Violence:
Justice or Just the Way it is,
will be held at the Posey
Auditorium in the Stratton
Building.
8:30 p.m.

trHumnSiiMMW
Staff Writ*

The annual fundraiser for the
Richmond Area Arts Council is
rapidly approaching. The Arts
Gala "Garden Sunset at Elmwood'
is being held at the Elmwood
Estate, next to the Eastern Alumni
House at 6 p.m. Sept 12.
The night will consist of children's activities, an art exhibition,
a silent auction, food tents, dessert
and music featuring "Mike Tracy &
Friends."
This is the fourteenth year the
fundraiser has been presented to
the Richmond community to raise
money for the RAAC. Each with a
different theme, this year's gala is
"Garden Sunset at Elmwood"
named in honor of Janette Merritt
who was the caretaker of Elmwood
for the first 12 years. This year
Merritt passed away, therefore the
night is in honor of her memory
and all she did for the estate.
A total of 11 local restaurants
will donate food from their menus
to the fund-raiser including Arby's,
Hooters, Outback, Ramada Inn of
Lexington, Ryan's and Pattie A.
Clay Regional Medical Center.
The cost will be $35 per person
and admission for children is free.
All the proceeds go directly to the

Richmond Area Arts Council. This
▼ear, the money raised from the
benefit will contribute to the general operating expenses of the house,
and after-school programs.
Previous years, the fund raising
paid for the house, renovations and
care taking of Elmwood.
The Arts Council holds a variety
of after-school programs for children Monday through Thursday
3:30-5 p.m. The programs cover a
variety of subjects with a selection
of classes such as gifted and talented, and some adult educating programs.
"This is the largest fundraiser
that the RAAC produces," said
Marie Fore, executive director. "So
far this year, we have the most
donations for the silent auction
compared to the past galas. There
will be more artists than before as
well. We encourage and hope that
students, staff and faculty of EKU
attend."
The Richmond community can
take advantage of the events from
6-10 p.m. at Elmwood located on
Lancaster Avenue. The annual
average attendance is 300, which is
expected once again.
Reach Heather at
heatherjtephenson 70«ku. edm

The EKU Tai Chi Chaun club
will hold its first meeting in
Conference Room A in the
Powell Building. For information call 622-2998.
9 p.m.
The Golden Key International
Honor Society will hold its first
general membership meeting
for the fall semester in
Conference Room F in the
PoweU Building.

WEDNESDAY
4 p.m.
Intramural singles tennis tournament on the Alumni Coliseum
Courts.
Photo Submitted
Eastern professor OH Smith, President Joanna Glasssr
and Eastern student Matthew Trimble stand behind an art
exhibit at test year's Art's Gala.

Deadline for students to apply to
the Cooperative Center for Study
Abroad for the Winter Kenya
program.
Last day to register for
University Writing Requirement
on Sept 26.
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Bring this coupon in for a
10% discount at Bene,
Cranberry Farms,
Sombreros, & Java City at
the Fountain Food Court.
Expires on September 19, 2003.
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Forum faces
partner violence
BY SARA TYREE

Around&About editor
As long as you aren't walking
by yourself at night, you don't
have to worry about violent assaults, right? Wrong.
Sometimes the assailant can
be your significant other.
Last year a telephone survey
of 2,018 females in Kentucky
showed that 37 percent of the
women asked said they had
been abused or threatened physically or sexually by an intimate
partner at some point since the
age of 18. This exceeds the national average by 25 percent
Sept 16 at 6:30 p.m. is Eastern's annual Law and Justice Forum, sponsored by Eastern's
College of Justice and Safety,
which will cover this topic.
Kentucky Injury Prevention
and Research Center Manager
Travis Fritsch will discuss the
latest research on intimate partner violence at the forum.
"Unfortunately, intimate partner violence is right here, not
just in third-world countries or
poor areas," Fritsch said.
"My focus will be closer to
home. It happens here in any
race, culture or socio-economic
situation. This is an opportunity
to have people acknowledge, address and take action against the
problems in relationship violence," Fritsch said.
"I read that British common
law once said that a husband
couldn't beat his wife with a stick
wider than his thumb, but other
than that it was OK." Fritsch
said. "Intimate partner violence
has in the past been thought as
normal or OK in some cases,"
she said, "and we need to make
sure people know that those are
misconceptions."

At the forum Fritsch will also
address the role of the media in
advocating violence toward
women, and stressing that we
need to work on issues at home
before anywhere else.
"People get mad about terrorism and security, but we
still need to take care of
what's at home first," said
Fritsch.
Fritsch will combine some
of the most recent data to
make people aware of this
type of violence.
"I want to make it real. I
will be bringing in real life experiences of victims. I hope
the exchange in ideas increases awareness and generates
ideas about how we can
change attitudes, values and
practices that have previously
tolerated intimate partner violence," Fritsch said.
Fritsch will dedicate her
appearance at the forum to
the memory of former Eastern custodian Oease Cornett,
shot and killed by her husband outside of the Richmond
Mall in March 2000.
Fritsch helped set up the
Oease Cornett Scholarship, a
student scholarship available
to anyone who meets financial
need requirements. Anyone is
welcome to donate to help
out.
There will be a reception at
6 p.m. followed by the forum
in the Posey Auditorium in
the Stratton Building. The
event is free and open to the
public. For more information
contact the College of Justice
and Safety at 622-3565.
Reach Sara at
sara_tyree2@eku.edu

Community classes offer variety
BYSARATYHEE

Around&About editor
Eastern's Continuing Education and Outreach Program
is offering a variety of community education classes for
this fall semester. With so
many classes to choose from,
there's usually something for
everyone.
Among the choices are:
bakeshop,
baskerweaving,
cake decoration, computers,
dance, music and painting.
Active classes such as swimming and horseback riding
are offered as well as at different skill levels for all types
of people and ages. More
than 100 non-credit classes
are available to the general
public, students and professors. Students receive a 10
percent discount and professors can use specific scholarship opportunities to apply to
the classes.
There is also a range of
personal development classes
offered. Some options for this

semester are classes cover- cake decoration. Some fill up
ing "how to achieve financial very quickly, but we'use our
freedom by first eliminating waiting list very often besomething always
your debt," "how to buy a cause
'good' used car" and a class comes up and someone has
to cancel," she said.
on investment basics.
The classes are taught by
The costs for the community classes vary depending Eastern professors, profeson what kind of class it is, sionals and people with a cerwhether there is a recom- tain skill that they wish to
mended book or what crafts share.
The word "class" someand supplies are needed.
One of the most expensive is times sends out negative
horseback riding, starting at thoughts of homework, tests
$185. While one of the cheap- and hours of studying and
est is investment basics cost- frustration. The community
ing $29. "It's worth the mon- education classes have differey that you spend," accord- ent goals in mind.
"There are lots of goals for
ing to four-year Eastern
Community Education Man- these classes. Some classes
are to expand creativity,
ager Chris Bogie.
Classes offered depend on some are to meet new peothe number of people who ple, to try new things and
register. According to Bogie, some double as support
so far there has been a lot of groups for people in the cominterest from the community. munity who take them," Bo"We have many popular gie said.
At the moment, credit isn't
classes such as children's
swim, belly dancing, guitar offered for enrolling in the
lessons, basketweaving and classes, but the community

education leaders arc working on it for the future.
Then- arc several classes
starting at different times
throughout the semester.
There is no "last day" to register, since the Community
Education Office will lake
people up to the day before a
class begins. Registering car
ly is advised to make sure
you get the class you want.
Whether you're into belly
dancing or speaking basic
Japanese, there are lots of
classes to choose from.
Many classes start this
month. Anyone is welcome to
register. For more information visit the Web sile al
www.cwe.eku.edu or to register call 622-1228. The Community Education Office is
located at the Perkins Build
ing, Room 202.
Reach Sara at
sara_tyree2<"eku. edu

be you ready for some football/'/
Get Ready for the COLONEL CLASSIC
Flag Football tournament Sept. 27-28
EKU Intramural Fields

Cost: $60 per team
Men and Women's Bracke

Double elimination
Games begin at 8am
on Saturday, Sept. 27
Registration
Deadline Sept. 24th

Thank you for being a part of
EKU's 500th football victory
and making our first home
football game a huge success!

H0 Excitement continuesOctober 4th at 6:30pm

For more information regarding the Colonel Classic can:

622-1985 or email: Brandon.Bisig@eku.edu
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Upset brings 500th win
Colonels
crush
Appalachian
State, 35-7
BY TOOO PURVIS

Sports editor
Kevin Martin/Progress

This past weekend, the Colonels
opened the home portion of their
season by dismantling No. 11
ranked Appalachian State. The
Colonels were welcomed to Roy
Kidd Stadium by an estimated
14.400 fans, which was a bigger
turn-out than any home game last
season.
"We wanted to re-establish the
tradition of capacity-type crowds at
Roy Kidd Stadium and I was really
excited about the 15,000 people that
showed up for the game," Head
Football Coach Danny Hope said.
Not only was this victory a huge
win for the football team and new
coach, but it also marked the 500th
win for the Eastern football program, dating back to 1909.
The Colonels came out to the stadium where they experienced a
slight northeast breeze with a partly
cloudy overcast and a very comfortable temperature of 71 degrees. The
weather conditions provided a great
environment for the 2003 home
opener, due to the amount of fans
that came to tailgate hours before
kickoff. and then went on to cheer
the Colonels as they picked up a victory of 35-7.
Kevin Martin/Progress
"It was a big win for us against a
ranked opponent. We came into the Sophomore Tremayne Perkins returns the ball 97 yards on the opening kickoff for a touchdown in Saturday's game.
game with a couple goals set in mind
for our team, one of them was to win
Strong
big football games,'' Hope said.
first dowu on a fourth and-onc call.
"
"It was a huge confidence boost
Eastern came out in Saturday's
Safety
j*:*
••>* 1
game with sophomore Tremayne for our defense, it really set the
Donell
Perkins returning the opening kick- tempo of how they played." Hope tfaufcei
Allison
off for a 97-yard dash to the end said.
takes down
This stop gave the Colonels poszone, which took only 13 seconds
Appalachian
for the Colonels to get on the score- session with 5:47 left in the first
State quarboard. Following the touchdown, quarter. The Colonels then fumbled
terback
kicker Adam Smith converted on the the ball at the 47-yard line, giving
Richie
El
r '^^
extra point, giving the Colonels a Appalachian State the ball back.
Williams in
The Eastern defense forced the «'
7-0 lead, with 14:47 left in the first
Saturday's
quarter.
Mountaineers to go three and out,
*J9 I# _ M
On the ensuing kickoff. Eastern's Appalachian State was forced to punt
game.
Victor Nichols was able to dive on the ball, where it was downed on the
Allison had
the Mountaineers' fumble, giving 2-yard line, which is where the
six tackles
<t 1
the possession back to the Colonels Eastern drive began. Guice then
>
on the day.
at the 29-yard line. From this hooked up with wide-out Matt Miller
turnover, the Colonels were able to for an 81-yard gain, where he was
i
tally on another score as quarter- brought down at the 14-yard line.
back Matt (iuice scrambled into the Then another seven yards were
^
A
end zone, from the 5-yard line. The tacked onto the gain, due to a roughextra point was then tacked on by ing the passer penalty from the
Smith, which gave the Colonels an Mountaineers. After Appalachian
early lead by a score of 14-0 with State held the Colonels on the next
12:48 left in the opening quarter.
three plays, the Colonels then tried a
Later in the first quarter, the 23-yard field goal, but it was wide
Colonel defense made a huge stand right.
»
as Justen Rivers, Pierre Wright and
After the Eastern defense held
Josue Cineas came up with the stop
See APPALACHIAN STATE, B5
as the Mountaineers went for the
m
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Volleyball opens at home
with win against Dayton
The Colonels were down 9-5 in
the first few minutes of the game.
Eastern was resilliant. They evened
the score up at 10 all, rolling off four
The Eastern volleyball team more straight points to take a 13-10
opened its home season with a 3-2 advantage. The Colonels capped the
win over the Dayton Flyers on victory with a kill by Junior Lesley
Aldridge.
Tuesday night. The
"We beat a very
Flyers were 4-2 for
good volleyball team
the
year.
Erin
Miami
(Ohio)
tonight and this was a
Treadway led the
big win for us," Duncan
Colonels with 93 kills
Tournament
said.
for an average of 3.88
The Colonels were
per game.
Sept 12
led
by
freshman
"Dayton has a real5 p.m.
Jessicsa Sabath who
ly good team and this
had 23 digs. 16 kills,
is going to be a big
and three block assists
test for our team,"
S*pt19
while hitting .304 for
Coach Lori Duncan
11 a.m.
Miami (Onto)
the match. Liz Guard
said.
added 15 kills and hit
The score during
.372 while Aldridge
the
first
match
recorded 19 digs and
bounced back and
13 kills for the night. Seniors Kristi
forth many times resulting in
Kuzma and Joyce Moeller tallied 17
Eastern losing the first game by a
and 15 digs respectively. Freshman
score of 26-30.
During the second game the setter Kelly Jennings almost recorded a triple double with 52 assists. 11
ladies trailed for most of the game,
digs, and nine kills to go along with
they were not going down without
three serves that were not returned.
a fight. They fought back and won
The Colonels hit .210 for the
the second game of the match by a
match. They recorded .364 average
score of 30-27.
Eastern came back after the half in the final game alone.
Brett Gibson/Progress strong. They won the third game
During the weekend, the volleyball team traveled to Annapolis. Md.
30-25.
Kasha Brozek spikes the ball during the
It was not over yet. Dayton to play in the Navy Trident Classic.
came back to win the fourth match
game Tuesday night against Dayton.
See WIN, B5
25-30.
BY EBONY HIGHTOWER

Assistant sports editor
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Coch Hope picks up the first win of his
career as Eastern head coach against
Appalachian State.

Colonels
to face
CMU
Match with I-A
Central Michigan
promises challenge
BY TOOO PURVIS

Sports editor

Eastern's football team is set to
play another Division I-A opponent
this weekend, when they travel to
Mt. Pleasant, Mich, to take on the
Chippewas of Central Michigan
University.
"Central Michigan plays hard,
and has fun playing the game,"
Head Football Coach Danny Hope
said.
Both teams will be coming into
this weekend's game with a 1-1
record. The Colonels picked up
their first win of the season last
weekend by knocking off No. 11
ranked Appalachian State University
35-7, but they suffered a tough loss
in their season opener to Bowling
Green State University, by a score
of 63-13.
Coming off of the big win over
Appalachian State, the Colonels will
be playing with a great deal of
momentum coming into this weekend's game.
"Winning last week's game
makes a big difference in our team
confidence, we've realized that our
level of play has to step up as our
competition level goes up," Hope
said.
Like the Colonels, Central
Michigan also picked up its first win
of the season last week, when they
See PREVIEW, B5

Kevin MartuVTrogr—I

Lady Colonels finish
25th in tournament
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

The Eastern women's golf team
began their season this past weekend at the Unlimited Potential/Bay
Tree Classic in North Myrtle
Beach, S.C.
Coastal Carolina won the tournament with a total score of 602.
Eastern finished the tournament
with a total score of 652 (334-318) to
finish 25th in the tournament.
Radford's Laura Tereby was the
medallist for the event who fired the
only round under par for the day
with a 67 on the Silver course.
Sophomore Kelly Flynn led the
Lady Colonels with a 44th place finish. She shot 82 and 75 for a total
score of 157.
Senior Jennifer Sullivan followed
with a score of 162 (81-81).
Junior Leah Larkin finished with
a total of 167 (89-78).
Freshman Aubree Moore and
senior Tamara Thompson round-out
the scoring for Eastern posting
scores of 169 and 170 respectively.
After Saturday's round was
rained out, the scheduled threeround tournament was changed to a
two-day tournament.
The top 24 teams finished the
last day of tournament play on the
Green course. Teams 25-36 finished out their final day on the

warn

Eastern Individual
Scores from Myrtle
Beach tournament
T-44 Kelly Flynn
157(82-75)
T-80 Jennifer Sullivan
162(81-81)
T-118 Leah Larkin
167 (88-78)
T-137 Aubree Moore
168(85-84)
T-142 Tamara Thompson
170(86-84)

Silver course.
Radford took home that victory
from the Silver course with a score
of 646.
Eastern will return to action on
Sept. 19-21 when they travel to
Louisville to play in the University
of Louisville Invitational.
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WIN: Eastern wins again
From Page B4

The Colonels swept this tournament bringing home a first
place victory.
The Colonels took on
Robert Morris University (3-1)
in their first match of the tournament winning by a score of
3-0. Sabath had a match-high
16 kills leading Eastern. She
hit .308 for the match with
three digs and two block
assists. Sophomore Liz Guard
added 12 kills, while freshman
setter Kelly Jennings dished
out 33 assists and contributed
10 digs in the 3-0 wins.
Freshman Kasha Brozek
served up four aces, while
senior Moeller tallied nine
digs for Eastern.
Aldridge added nine kills,
eight digs and two blocks on
the night. The Colonels hit
.250 for the match, including a
.308 percentage in game
three, while RMU hit just .177.
The Eastern ladies recorded 50 digs to RMU's 24.
In the first match of the
second day the Colonels
defeated the host team Navy
by a score of 30 (30-20. 30-16.
30-17). Sabath and Guard continued to lead Eastern's
offense.
Each tallied eight kills
apiece in the match. Senior
Kuzma led the Colonels in
digs with eight followed by
Sabath with six.
The Colonels hit an amazing .350 in game two and tallied a .268 hitting percentage
for the match, while holding
Navy to just .073.
The Colonels continued to
romp and stomp in their final
match of the tournament.
They swept Loyola (Md.) by a
Brett Gibson/Progress
score of 3-0 (30-21, 30-19, 30-

«

We beat a verygood volleyball
team tonight
and this was a
big win for us.
— Coach Duncan
Head voMeyball coach

»
26), to take the tournament
title.
The Colonels continued
their hot hitting streak
recording a .363 for the match
and a .378 percentage in game
two. Eastern had a total of 14
blocks, while Loyola had just
two for the entire match.
Guard led the way with 11
kills and two block assists.
Brozek stepped in with five
kills and five total blocks.
Sabath added a double-double
with 11 digs and 10 kills.
Aldridge chipped in with 10
kills and five digs in the win.
Jennings added 36 assists,
three digs and two total
blocks in the victory.
The Colonels will travel to
Miami, Ohio this weekend to
play in another tournament.
They are scheduled to face
Hofstra in the opening match
on the Sept. 12 and the host
Miami, Ohio team on the
Sept. 13.

Reach Ebony at
ebony_hightower@eku. edu

Jessica Sabath returns the ball to the two defending Dayton players during the game on Tuesday night.

PREVIEW: Colonels look to pick up a big win against Division I-A Central Michigan
Prom Page B4

Kevin Martin/Progress
Matt Guice passes the ball dunng the game against Appalachian
State on Saturday. Guice was 16 of 22 for a total of 225 passing yards
and two passing touchdowns.

barely edged
a
New
Hampshire
team.
The
Chippewas also suffered a
loss in their season opener,
as they fell by a margin of 457, to the much-respected
Wolverines
from
the
University of Michigan.
The series between
Eastern
and
Central
Michigan is one that has
been played on and off since
1939. The two teams have
met for a total of seven times
in the past, and Central
Michigan has been victorious
on six occasions. Eastern's
only victory came in 1940,
when they won by a score of
25-0. The last time the two
played in 2001 the Chippewas
had the upper hand, by a
score of 42-28.
In preparation for this
game, the Colonels will be
coming with basically the
same game plan that they
have used in the past.
"We have stayed on the
same agenda for the most
part, but we know that we
have to go up there and minimize our mistakes on offense
to have a chance at winning,'*
Hope said.
The Chippewas will be led
by freshman running back
Jerry Semour, and junior
quarterback Jeff Perry and
Head Coach Mike DeBord,
who has lots of game experience because he comes from
the University of Michigan's
coaching staff.
"Central Michigan has
thrown the ball in the past,
but they average about 400

44
A win over a
I-A team would
add to our
confidence
coming into
the Western
game.
—Coach Hope
Head footbaH coach

yy

yards of total offense a game.
They are a really physical
football team," Hope said.
The Colonels will be led
by senior defensive end Mike
Dunn, who held Appalachian
State University to 237 yards
of total offense last week.
Last week, Dunn had four
solo tackles, three assisted
tackles, and two tackles for a
loss, with the addition of one
quarterback sack. This play
earned him the honors of
being selected as The Sports
Network's I-AA National
Defensive Player of the Week
and as the OVC Defensive
Player of the Week.
Eastern will also be led by
junior quarterback Matt

Guice, who had another
impressive showing, as he
went 16 of 22. for a total of
225 yards on the day, with
two touchdown passes. Guice
was also the game's top rusher, where he scrambled for
42 yards on 10 carries and
managed to find the end zone
on the ground as well, totaling three touchdowns that
day. Guice was named Ohio
Valley Conference Performer
of
the
week
by
CollegeSportsReport.com
and OVC Offensive Player of
the
Week
and
OVC
Newcomer of the Week by
the Conference Office.
Andre Ralston and Trey
Evans continue to lead the
Colonels in pass receptions
as Ralston has 10 and Evans
has 9 on the season. Tailback
Terry Ennis is the Colonel's
top rusher of the season,
with 123 yards on 20 carries.
The Colonel defense were
led by seven players that
have 11 or more tackles on
the season, and they were led
by senior strong safety
Donell Allison's 18 tackles.
"A win over a I-A team
would add to our confidence
coming into the Western
Kentucky game," Hope said.
This weekend's game is
scheduled to begin at 1 p.m.
this Saturday.

Reach Todd at
toddJmrvisJ@eku.edu

►Sports Briefs
Compiled by Todd Purvis

Eastern takes three
of four weekly OVC
football awards
The Colonels' impressive
showing this weekend
earned Eastern football players top awards in the OVC.
Quarterback Matt Guice was
named OVC Offensive
Player of the Week and OVC
Newcomer of the Week.
Guice was 16-22 through the
air for 225 yards and two
touchdowns. He also had 42
rushing yards on 10 carries
for one touchdown.
On the other side of the
ball, defensive tackle Mike
Dunn was named OVC
Defensive Player of the
Week. Dunn had four solo
tackles, three assists, two
tackles for a loss (-18 yards)
and one quarterback sack
(-15 yards).

Colonels named
football team of
week by Web site
The Eastern football team
was named I-AA Team of the
Week by collegesportsreport.com. The Colonels
picked up the huge upset
over Appalachian State this
past weekend.
After this win. Eastern
became ranked 21st in the
ESPN/USA Today poll for
Division 1-AA football.

Cross Country
teams ranked top
15 in the region
Coach Rick Erdmann's
men's and women's cross
country teams are both
ranked in the top IS in the
NCAA's Southeast Region in
recent polls.
Eastern's women's team,
which won the 2002 OVC
title, returns six of its top
seven from last season, they
are ranked 11th this season.
The men's team is ranked
14th this season and they
will be returning only two
runners from last season.
The Colonels will return
to action next Saturday, Sept.
13, at the Purdue University
Invitational
in
West
Lafayette, Ind.

Eastern vs. Western
tickets on sale now
Tickets for the football
game on Sept. 20 are on sale
now in the EKU Athletics
Ticket Office in Room 126 of
Alumni Coliseum. Tickets
may also be purchased by
phoning the ticket office at
622-2122 or 1-800-262-7493.
All tickets for the 8 p.m.
game sell for $14 each.

Sabath Named
OVC Defensive
Player of the Week
Jessica Sabath, a freshman for the Colonel volleyball team was named Ohio
Valley Conference Defensive
Player of the Week for last
weeks play. She recorded
four straight double-figure
dig efforts at the Arkansas
State Classic.

APPALACHIAN STATE: Colonels led by both, high-powered offense, solid defense
Prom Page B4

U
Our defense
played really
well, I hated to
see them give
up the shut-out.
—Danny Hope
Head football coach

yy
the Mountaineers on another
drive. AI'SU was forced to
punt the ball away, where it
sailed out of bounds at the
27-yard line, which is where
the Eastern drive began. On
this drive, Guice was able to
hook up with Allen Evans.
C.J. Hudson and Jeff Barrett
on tour different occasions
for a total ol 10 yards. (Juice

then threw a 33-yard strike
to Andre Ralston for the
score, the Colonels then
tacked on the extra point,
which gave them the lead,
21-0.
Following the touchdown.
Eastern was able to get
another quick score, as Allen
Evans returned a punt for a
68-yard run to the end zone.
After the Colonels tacked on
the extra point, they had a
convincing lead of 28-0 with
6:48 left in the first half.
"We've got some really
good return guys." Hope
said.
On the following drive,
Eastern's Jerome Jones intercepted Richie Williams' pass,
and carried it to the 41-yard
line, where the Colonels
started their next drive.
Quarterback Guice hit Jeff
Barrett and Andre Ralston for
a total of 30 yards. Guice then
threaded the needle on a
16-yard bullet to Andre
Evans in the end zone, which
pushed the Colonels lead up
to 35-0 at half-time.
After the first half, the

Colonels offense began to let
up. but the defense continued
to dominate. Opening the
second half. Jerome Jones
sacked the quarterback for a
10-yard loss, then on the
same possession, Mike Dunn
and Cineas sacked the quarterback for a 13-yard loss.
These defensive stops forced
the Mountaineers to punt the
ball away after they went
three and out on the drive.
The
Colonels
then
regained possession of the
ball, but quarterback Guice
was forced to leave the game
after suffering from leg
cramps with 10:19 left in the
third quarter. Adam Ellis
then replaced Guice as
Eastern's quarterback.
After 57 minutes of
shutout football, the Colonels
gave up a 22-yard pass from
Eric Elsener to Davon
Fowlkes. which put the
Mountaineers on the scoreboard with 2:50 left in the
game.
"Our defense played really
well. I hated to see them give
up the shut-out." Hope said.

The Colonels were led by
their high powered offense,
that had a total of 435 yards
on Saturday. Guice was 16 of
22 for a total of 225 passing
yards with two touchdowns
through the air, and one rushing touchdown.
"Matt Guice played really
well. He's a big playmaker;
he's got a chance to have a
great season," Hope said.
Colonel receivers were led
by Andre Ralston, who had
five catches for 87 yards and
one touchdown, and Evans
who had 41 yards on four
receptions for one touchdown. "Andre and Trey both
had an excellent game," Hope
said.
The Eastern defense was
led by senior free safety
Pierre Wright, who recorded
eight tackles. Linebackers
Brian Holt and Navari Jones
and tackle Dunn chipped in
with seven tackles on the day.
The Colonel defense allowed
237 yards on the afternoon
and managed to come up with
one interception and one fumble.
"Mike Dunn had a great

Kevin Martin/Progress
Sophomore wide receiver Andre Green runs away from an
Appalachian State defender in Saturday's home opener

game, he was named Division
I-AA National Defensive
Player of the Week." Hope
said. "Our defensive front disrupted their offensive front,
and that was the difference
maker in the game."
This victory
moved
Eastern up to No. 23 in the

*, -. «,»..*. mm » » » -. — .. «•.•.»
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Sports Network/CSTV 2093 I
AA Top 25 Poll; last week
they were not ranked
"It was a huge day for EKU
football," Hope said.
Reach Todd at
toddjiurvisl&ekucdu
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Katie Weitkamp, editor
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Film questions Catholic faith

In the

Oound
OBooth

The Order' hits theaters, lacks
realism of other religious movies

with Katie
Weitkamp
E-mail: it drives me crazy. Ill
admit to being a bit of an e-mail
freak. I love to get it, and most of the
time I like to write them, but all this
"junk mail" is killing me.
I've had the same e-mail address
since I was in high school, and I'm
just too lazy to change it. It's a
Hotmail account, and when I started
using it, it was pretty decent. And
then I came to college and they gave
me a different e-mail account to use,
but at the time the system sucked,
so I stuck once again with Hotmail.
And then, somehow, I started getting all this junk mail, slowly at first,
and then it escalated to more than 50
at a time.
I'm tired of getting e-mails telling
me I can increase the size of anatomy I don't have, that I've been
approved for a mortgage on a house
I don't own. and probably never will
own and of course there's porn...
Apparently there are a lot of horny
housewives out there, and I really
don't care to know about them or
see their webcams.
But. I can't get rid of e-mail
entirely. How else am I supposed to
keep my friend studying in Germany
up to date on my hatred for homework? It helps me keep in contact
with my mom when she's in Russia,
Honduras, Tanzania or whatever the
country of the week happens to be.
I've started using my Eastern email account this year since we've
put the addresses on our articles as
an easy way for readers to reach us.
It's pretty decent — sure, you get
those random ones saying that burritos will be served in the grill, but
there is significantly less junk mail
to sift through. I'd have friends email me there, but I have less than a
year to use it now.
I'm glad though, that now Eastern
students have an e-mail system that
is actually usable, and I applaud the
efforts of whoever keeps us off the
spam lists.
Reach Katie at
katherine _weitkam@eku.edu

BY KATIE WEITKAIIP

Managing editor

"The Order" is one of the latest
movies dealing with
the Catholic Church,
its beliefs and the
forces trying to end
it Though it had its
moments, it is not
nearly as good as
1999's "Stigmata."
One of the easiest
parts of Catholicism
to pick on is the fact
that priests can't get
married or fall in
love, or at least they aren't supposed to.
Of course, this movie hinges on that
fact
Besides some unanswered questions, like how to transport an escaped
mental patient out of the country, the
movie was fairly decent and held my
attention.
Heath Ledger plays the lead. Alex
Bernier, a young attractive priest who
ends up doubting his strong faith, what
a surprise, after his mentor, an excommunicated priest, is found dead in
Rome. When the church and state rule
the death a suicide. Bernier and

Thomas Garrett (Mark Addy) travel to
Rome for the mentor's burial and
attempt to clear the record.
They take with them Lucy Sinclair
(Shannyn Sossamon), with whom
Bernier has a past She and the Sin
Eater (Benno Furmann) test Bernier's
faith to the church and love.
Furmann plays a tempting entity
that uses his charm to get his foot in
the door and uses circumstance to get
what he wants.
Throughout the movie, several
demons and spirits try to get in the way
of the priests' crusade to end doubts in
the Catholic faith. The cinematography
was great bold and vibrant colors, and
good lighting made it very easy to
watch.
Although the nice scenery and a
handsome lead isn't enough to make it
a great movie, it does tackle the tough
topic of religion.
I give The Order" two and a half
palettes out of five for decent acting and
an interesting plot

***

Photo Submitted
Alex Bernier (Heath Ledger) follows the Sin Eater (Benno Furmann) in The
Order." Bernier is a priest who doubts his faith while the Sin Eater uses Bemier's
doubts to his advantage to get him to go against the church.

Reach Katie at
katheriHt_weitkam@eku.edu

Kids Gala held by music department
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

Ronald McDonald will be making a special appearance at Eastern
Tuesday. He won't be passing out
cheeseburgers or eating fries.
instead he'll be teaching fourth and
fifth graders the importance of
music.
The Kids Gala, a celebration and
educational experience about
music, will be held in Brock
Auditorium.
"The concert has two parts. In
the first half we demonstrate all the
instruments of the orchestra indi-

vidually, then by family, string,
woodwind, brass and percussion,"
said Mark Chambers, who is helping to plan the event. "In the second half, this year, we will be joined
by the EKU Steel Drum Ensemble
and the orchestra will accompany
them in a mini-concert."
The concert is held so students
can hear an orchestra and think
about a musical future — joining
band in the sixth grade. The event
is an outreach of the university and
the music department at Eastern.
About 1.600 students from
Madison, Lincoln, Rockcastle,
Garrard, Estill, Wolfe, Jackson and

possibly more counties will view
the two concerts performed by
Eastern students. The Madison
County students will see the first
concert, while other counties will
see the second concert.
The event is by invitation only
and is the 11th annual Kids Gala
held at Eastern.
The event is also interactive.
Chambers said the gala ends with
John Phillip Sousa's "Stars and
Stripes Forever" during which five
to eight students are able to join
the orchestra by conducting the
instruments to end the concert.
"The students and teachers are

always thrilled with the program.
For many students this will be the
first time they hear an orchestra
live and its a rather impressive
event to see," Chambers said.
Chambers said he and the
department are always excited to
put on the event because it is something that those children may not
see on a regular basis.
He and the music department
hope this year's Kids Gala will
inspire students to join the arts.
Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkam@eku.edu

Progress Classifieds

Call:
6221881

Find money, find a car, find an apartment, find a job, find a deal, find a pet, find books, find a honey ...
SIX DAYS. NO NIGHTS.
(you c in sloop when y >> > <1i<')

Internships
First Investors

Cooporabon now
accepting appfcabons
kx interns. FormmerJate and confidential
consxtefaoon, please
forward your resume
and a cover letter to
First Investors

Ckxporaoon,

HEIP WANTED
Help
Wanted:
Personal Assistant.
Seeking individual
for part-time, long
term, light office and
computer work (ie...
word processing),
housekeeping/dome
stic work, yard work,
pet care, errands
etc.... for both my
home and business.
Must be high initiative, self starter and
not a "wait to be told"
worker. Solid compensation. Call 6268043.
Help Wanted: Now
hiring students for
part-time cashiers
flexible with school
schedules.
Apply
Dairy
Mart,
Commercial Dr.
Help
Wanted:
Bartender trainees
needed. $250 a day
potential. Local positions.
1-800-9833985, ext. 283.

FOR SALE
For Sale: 1990 silver Mazda 929S for
$1,500. 6 cylinder
power windows and

doors.
about
150,000 miles. Call
Renee Everett 6221878.

FREEPIES
Free Makeover: For
females with long,
straight hair (shoulder length or longer).
Sponsored by Locks
of Love. Call Hair
Sensations Beauty
Salon 626-5005.

FOR RENT

For Rent: Room for
rent in private home.
3 room with full bath,
1 mile from EKU.
979-3726.
For
Rent:
Apartments for rent,
close to campus.
rental discount program, 1-3 bedroom
avail Call Anna 606843-7571.
Roomate Wanted:
Female Roomate to
share 4 br/3 br
house. New home
with busy professional. All appliances
plus w/d, ammenities include satellite,
internet, fireplace,
large porch, wonderful farm setting with

ABrtRacnele Bunch,
4750 Haittand Parkway.
Suite 205, Lexington,
KY 40515, or tax to:
(859)273-4750. or
E-mail to:
Recruit 487©
firstinvestors.com
horses, giant private
yard bordering on a
creek. 5 miles, 10
minutes to campus
$275/month.
6268043.

MISC.
Spring
Break!
Spring Break with
STS, America's # 1
student tour operator. Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group
discounts.
Info/reservations at
1-800-648-4849,
www.ststravei.com.
SPRING BREAK!
Sell spring break
trips! All the fun and
all the protection,
American Express
worldwide, guaranted best buy. 1 free
trip for every 10 paid
or cash starting with
first booking make
your spring break
extreme.
Extreme
Vactions, INC. 1800-336-2260
Miscellaneous:
Cleaning service for
your apartment or
house. References

m

available. Call 6251840.
Personals
START DATING
TONIGHT! Have tun
meeting eligible singles in
your area Toll Free
1 800-ROMANCE

ext 9735/f
Secret Encounters
1-800 442-MEET 69p/m
Ladies Free"
1-800-201-TALK VISIT
singles.com /f

ROOMS FOR RENT
Weekly. Daily. Monthly
Apartments & Efficiencies
Sprinkler system .
Glyndon Hotel 6231224

Health & Beauty
Canadian mail order
medicine Visit
www.NorthCountryRx.com
for tremendous savings
Strict government controls
for safely and reliability.
No invasive questions/1

Pets and Supplies

Digital big screen TV. take
on small payments, good
credit required, 1-800-

3963970
2 year old whirlpool
refrigerator excellent
condition $175. 626-4788
after 6:00 pm.
Washer/Dryer $185
& Up. Electric Range
also Refrigerator.

BEREA 3 Bedroom
brick. 2 bath. air. appliances $550 2 br townhouse.
1 1/2 bath $425 986 4757
BEREA
2 bedroom
house. $425 plus utilities
Deposit and lease
Call 986-1312
For rent
2 bedroom house and
bath, parlical basement. 2
car garage, work shop, big
lot 304 College Hill Road.
Waco Ky No pets Rent
$600 mo Deposit $300

859 369 5895 alter
5pm AVe
Move In Today!. Deposit
only! No rent until October let. Newly Renovated. 2 bedrooms. 428 W
Walnut Call tor an appointment 624-0266

Free to good home yellow
lab, female, loves
children 625-1905 or
623-4157/1

Full Size bed with box
springs and mattress
Head board and loot
board $70 00 623-6392

Needs a good home,
female German
Shepherd.
10 months AKC.
beautiful.
well behaved 228-0409

FOR SALE. OakTrunnel
twin bed w/boxspnng and
mattress $70. Call

Free To good home, walker hound puppy, male. 4
months old, shots ft
wormed 859-200-9050/1
1 month old male pug

good with children $300.
369-5052 or 2001591
Mastiff, female. 11 weeks
old. Kennel broke can deliver $700. neg Call
502-859-0860
FREE Siamese cat. 4
year
old male, has shots,
neutered. 661-2451/1

623-6392.
Washier/Dryer $85.00
each $150 for both.
18.000 BTU AC. $95 00

527-3498
Hammond Organ, T-211-1
Electric, console type.
Excellent condition

Call 859-986 8135
Bunk beds. Chihuahua s.
bicycle pull along.
hydraulic styling chairs &
more 965-9022 after
6pm
Oak dinning table & chairs
$250. W/D/$100. recliner

$35. TV $50,369-5282

Miscellaneous
For Sale

Large swing set $125.
4footx15 foot pool $225.

527-3215
Small 2 bedroom. $375
month Yard. A/C Ouiet
Storage. Call Mike
859-245-2349

Rooms For Rent
HlrHIMoMI: WkiyillU.
Bl-Wkly $210. Mo $360
(Frig, Laundry. Cable)
No

Dep 623-0743. 248-9536.

Electric range for sale

$75,
Call 624-3462
For Sal* Matching
couch and loveseat
Call 623-8749/1
Camper shell, fits short
bed GM. $150
859-228-0607 after 6

w—m

Bedroom Set, Cherry,
7pcs. w/2 rVstands. new,
in boxes Must Sell $550
Can Del 859-606-8070.
SOFA & LOVE SEAT : All
Italian leather, unused in
original boxes. List $3-k
sell $975 859-494-4402.

Call 966-8875
Piano For Sale, Good
Condition Asking $250.
obo. You pickup Call
624-8936 after 6pm

Houses For Rent
2br house in country, gas
heat, new appliances.
$250 deposit. $500 month,
plus utilities, police report
required and
appiication.no pets, call
atler 4pm 859 527-0688

SLEIGH BED - Cherry,
solid, unopened in boxes
$250 Call days/evenings
859-494-4492/1

1995 Buick LeSabre
120.000 miles, good
condition $2300 6612404

New
Prlmed/Stainable
Molding Crown base/chair
rail A much more. Contractors welcome
625-5757
One, Brand New Queen
Pillow-top Mattress set,
new un-used in wrapper
$100. 859-494 4492 1

Help Wanted
Nice upscale apartment
community is looking tor a
Leasing/Assistant
Manager.
Job duties include,
but are not limited to:
Customer Service,
Accounts Receivable,
Accounts Payable,
Leasing Apartments and
other duties as assigned.
Professional attire
required
and must be friendly
Knowledge ol
Microsoft Publisher.
Microsoft Word.
and Excel Preferred.
25 to 30 hours a week
Saturdays a must
Call for interview at

Dining room, 11 pes
cherry, w/server. mint condition, un-used in boxes.
Sell $750 859-494-4492

King Mattress - New. still
in plastic with factory warranty Sell $175.

Kingslze Quilt, hanpieced
A hand quilted Lavender
and cream Asking $200
Call 623-4145.

Full size Mattress & box
set, mint condition
unused , $85.00

Call 859-806-807071

(859) 623-1090 or
fax resume to
(859)623-1073

Bedroom set, gorgeous.
6 pcs. solid wood, dovetailed Still In boxes
List $4,000 sell $1200
859-494-4402.

Complete Queen Bedroom
suite tor sale. Asking
$600 Call 986-1202.

Ann: Cathy Sizemore
NO WALK-JUS Please
References Required

Excellent condition. 4 aluminum Alley wheels fits
Chevy Silverado K-1500
4x4. mid 90s Models
$80 00 859-328-9591
Dmingroom Set, New.
Solid Cherry/Oak Many
Styles S300-$3,000
859-621-6164.
Spas Broken Partnership
forces sale. Still IN wrapper Must be sold at cost
or below (859)621-6164.
30 Day Warranty
Reconditioned Washers
Dryers Stoves, Ret
Boone Square Mini Mall

(859)314-5965
Ohio Amlsh made
deacons bench, beautiful
peace of furniture $450 or
Ohio Amish made pie
safe
$250 or best offer on

either 965-9548
For Sale- Used 1 month
Bedroom Suite

$900
Couch

Nice Blue Loveseat for
sale
Very Reasonable
Call 623-1792

-NEW BEDDING, Serta
Pillow top mattress A box
King $155 Queen $125
859-621-6164

$350

Dinette Set
$175
Coffee A End Tables $150
Call Peggy at 302 8581 or
after 5pm at 986-0937

859-606-807071

MEDICARE DIABETICSFree Meter!!! No Coat
Diabetes Supplies! Join
Diabetes Care Club.
FREE Memebrshlp!
FREE HOME DELIVERY!
1-800-287-1737. Quality
NOWI/t

VIAGRA-LOWEST PRICE
Refills Guaranteed $3.60
per 100mg. Why pay
more? We have the
answer! Vioxx. Celebrex.
Lipitor. more1 Prescription
Buyers Group.
1-866-867-7283/1
SERTA -NEW BEDDING,
Serta Pillow top mattress
4 box King $155 Queen
$125,859-621-6164
Sawmill $3,895
Lumbermate 2000 larger
capacity, more options
Nor wood Industries.
manufacturer of portable
sawmills, hoard edgers.
log skidders. ATV
attachments, www nor woQOindustries torn
FREE
information

1 800-566-6899
EXT 200-u/t

Awesome
Jobes
|Now hiring 10 Sharp peo-|
pie to work in Rock &
Roll
Blue jean environment
■TrsvtLTo
ORLANDO,
Chicago. NEW YORK, '
LA
' Seeing enthusiastic
people to start today '2
WKS Paid Training
Transportation furnished,
return trip guaranteed
Daily A weekly bonuses.
For Interview
Call Valerie Thuma

859-625-0084 Mon-Fri.
10AM-5PM Only!
I'itcnis Wrl.i.ii. a, Interne*

Maintenance Worker.
Cleanup. Repairs.
Remodeling Established Company. Send Resume or
Letter
to PO Box 99-MW
Richmond. Ky 40476

HM Koss fcxravarinfl
M hiring for
I.ABOK positions
PtesseC .ill (.24-H45S

